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Introduction
1.
The Working Group on the Universal Periodic Review (UPR), established in accordance with
Human Rights Council resolution 5/1 of 18 June 2007, held its fourth session from 2 to 13 February 2009.
The review of the Russian Federation was held at the 5th meeting on 4 February 2009. The delegation of
the Russian Federation was headed by H.E. Mr. Alexander V. Konovalov, Minister of Justice of the
Russian Federation. At its meeting held on 6 February 2009, the Working Group adopted the present
report on the Russian Federation.
2.
On 8 September 2008, the Human Rights Council selected the following group of rapporteurs
(troika) to facilitate the review of the Russian Federation: Bahrain, Chile and Ghana.
3.
In accordance with paragraph 15 of the annex to resolution 5/1, the following documents were
issued for the review of the Russian Federation:
(a)
A national report submitted / written presentation made in accordance with paragraph 15
(a) (A/HRC/WG.6/4/ RUS /1);
(b)
A compilation prepared by the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights
(OHCHR), in accordance with paragraph 15 (b) (A/HRC/WG.6/4/ RUS /2);
(c)
RUS /3).

A summary prepared by OHCHR, in accordance with paragraph 15 (c) (A/HRC/WG.6/4/

4.
A list of questions prepared in advance by Czech Republic, Georgia, Latvia, Liechtenstein,
Sweden, Denmark, Lithuania, Netherlands, and United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
was transmitted to the Russian Federation through the troika. These questions are available on the
extranet of the UPR.
I. SUMMARY OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE REVIEW PROCESS
A. Presentation by the State under review
5.
At the 5th meeting, on 4 February 2009, Mr. Konovalov, the Minister of Justice, presented the
national report. He noted that Russian Federation continues to consider the UPR as the most important
instrument of international control in the field of human rights. Russian Federation is committed to
fundamental values such as freedom, justice, life, prosperity and dignity of a person, family traditions,
political equality, integrity and effectiveness of judicial system, social guarantees, eradication of poverty
and corruption and it is also committed to its international obligations in the area of human rights.
6.
Russian Federation noted that international instruments, including those in the field of human
rights, constitute an integral part of its legal system and applied directly and have supremacy over its
national legislation. Visits by United Nations Special Procedures representatives have been taking place
on a constant basis. In order to ensure guarantees of rights and freedoms the Ombudsman institution was
established and effectively functioning and as a result it was granted status A in January 2009.
7.
Russian Federation underlined that in the last decade it has undertaken a unique transition from a
totalitarian regime to a democratic state. Whilst the State has essentially set up a democratic society now,
unfortunately it continues to suffer from the consequences of both totalitarianism and also painful
transition to a democratic society. In this connection the delegation underscored at least 5 important
problems with regard to the background for protection of human rights in the country.
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8.
Firstly the delegation stressed the question of overcoming Russia’s isolation from the European
and world’s legal processes including the fact that for a long time Russia was not a participant in the
Hague Conference. The effective integration of Russia in the international legal sphere in view of its
specificities and interests of development of its national legal system is taking place.
9.
Secondly, Russia has essentially set up and continues to improve its democratic institutions,
including judiciary, tax system, public services, governance, parliamentary and election systems, which
have been absent or non-functioning before. It was stressed that corruption remains one of the most acute
problems. Following the initiative of the President, unprecedented comprehensive measures aimed at
improving governance, enhancing judicial and police fight against corruption and ensuring participation
of the civil society are being taken to curb it.
10.
Thirdly, Russia mentioned the issue of the institutions and situations where realization of human
rights can be difficult, including army, penitentiary, medical and psychiatric institutions, police facilities.
Pointing out that in the past ten years great progress has been achieved in all these fields, Russia agreed
that further measures are necessary and are being taken to provide for their proper functioning. Among
them are increased public access, ensuring transparency and control, improving legal base and criminal
punishment for violations committed by their personnel.
11.
Fourthly, delegation touched upon a block of problems related to country’s multifaceted ethnic,
economic and social background, particularly poverty, criminality including cyber crimes, new forms of
exploitation of women and children, social passiveness, necessity to reform economy and re-create social
infrastructure. Much is being done in this regard, including through international dialogue. It stressed that
Russia was one of the first to encounter international terrorism, and the fight against it unfortunately
resulted in some negative events and had its impact on migration policy. Reaffirming that human rights
violations in combating terrorism should be considered strictly by legal means, Russia confirmed its
readiness to co-operate in this sphere.
12.
Fifthly, on the issue of freedom of expression it was said that it should be realized bona fide,
taking into account balance of public and private interests, traditions and values of society. The
delegation stated that in Russia there is no practice of persecution of persons belonging to minorities, with
the exception of cases when the court determined criminal or illegal character of activities of concrete
public associations. The law on activities of legal persons has democratic and liberal character, yet the
work on registration practices of public and religious associations and its reporting should be improved.
In regard to mass media there are a huge number of resources, both printed and electronic media, and they
are able to work fairly freely. Only 5 % of media outlets belong partly to the State. Concerning the
problem of security of journalists in cases of death, violence and repression against them, the delegation
noted that in some cases such crimes were committed and were not always related to the professional
activities of those persons
13.
Russia re-iterated its commitment to the cause of human rights and stated that it will strive to
meet the highest requirements in this field, since it aims at innovative and intensive development,
involving in it free individuals.
B. Interactive dialogue and responses by the State under review
14.
During the inter-active dialogue, statements were made by 55 delegations. Additional statements
by 23 delegations which could not be delivered during the dialogue due to time constraints are also posted
on the UPR extranet when available.**

ــــــــــــ

**

Estonia, Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Lithuania, Islamic Republic of Iran, Qatar, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Spain,
Tunisia, Latvia, Bangladesh, Hungary, Poland, Syrian Arab Republic, Botswana, Canada, Nigeria,
Kirgizstan, Bahrain, Djibouti, Sudan, Lebanon.
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15.
A number of delegations thanked the Russian Federation for the comprehensive national report
and its open, self-critical and frank presentation and for the responses provided to some of the advance
questions. Statements were made welcoming the Russian Federation’s commitment to the UPR process
and the promotion and protection of human rights, its constructive and cooperative participation and the
broad-based consultations with stakeholders that took place in preparing the national report.
16.
The Czech Republic asked whether and in what timeframe special procedures mandate holders
could visit the country and recommended issuing and implementing a standing invitation to all special
procedures. It also recommended abolishing completely the system of “propiska” and adopting further
measures to ensure that both the legal system and practice complied with the protection of freedom of
movement. The Czech Republic also recommended acceding to the Optional Protocol to the Convention
against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (OP-CAT) and
establishing the corresponding national preventive mechanism; reviewing conditions in prisons,
particularly pre-trial detention facilities, to bring them into compliance with international standards;
giving all prison guards and law enforcement officials human rights training specifically focusing on
protection of human rights of women, children, national minorities and persons of minority sexual
orientation or gender identity; ensuring investigation and punishment of all cases of violation of human
rights by this personnel; adopting specific law on domestic violence and collecting statistics on cases of
violence against women, including domestic violence as a specific crime, and establish for victims of
domestic violence shelters and safe housing that were locally accessible, sufficiently and sustainably
funded and of appropriate capacity. Regarding judicial reform it recommended establishing a special
system of juvenile justice.
17.
Finland recommended ratifying the 14th Protocol to the European Convention on Human Rights
and requested information on the ratification process. Finland noted that the Constitution establishes the
right for minorities to choose their language of education but that, despite the federal legislative efforts,
this right is often not realized. Finland asked about measures to safeguard the language rights of the
Finno-Ugric and other minority groups and recommended intensifying the efforts to ensure provision of
education in minority languages.
18.
France asked about the reform of the penitentiary system, improvement of prison conditions and
when the visit of the Special Rapporteur on torture to North Caucasus will take place. It noted that
freedom of assembly and expression is not guaranteed for homosexuals and enquired what measures the
Government intended to take in that regard. Referring to the murder of four journalists from Novaya
Gazeta, it recommended taking all possible measures to combat the resurgence of such crimes and bring
the perpetrators and their masterminds to justice; becoming a party to the Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court (ICC); and extending a standing invitation to United Nations special
rapporteurs.
19.
Germany asked what measures had been taken to assure personal security of human rights
defenders, including lawyers and journalists, and about the impact of the assassination of Stanislav
Markelov on Government policy. It noted the overdue reports to CEDAW. While welcoming the
abolishment in practice of the death penalty, it recommended implementing its announcement to abolish
the death penalty de jure and to consider ratifying the Second Optional Protocol to the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (OP-ICCPR).
20.
The Netherlands noted the rulings of the European Court for Human Rights on cases involving
human rights violation in the Northern Caucasus and commended the authorities for their commitment to
execute those rulings and the judicial reform. However, the rulings seemed to lay bare a shortcoming in
the justice system. It recommended strengthening the ongoing efforts to reform the justice system
according to international standards. The Netherlands noted that cases of killing and harassment of
journalists are rarely solved. It recommended taking further measures to improve journalists’ security and
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ensure that violations of their rights were fully and promptly investigated and that any one found
responsible was brought to justice according to international standards. The Netherlands noted concerns
about a rising trend of extremist violence and hate crimes, especially against minority groups, including
migrants and gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender/transsexual people. It recommended considering a
comprehensive approach and specific programmes to combat racist attacks and discrimination, especially
with regard to the vulnerable position of migrants. In this light it would be recommendable to revise the
Law against Extremism so as to clarify the definition of extremism. The Netherlands recommended
considering a review of the NGO law taking into account, inter alia, the concerns expressed by United
Nations rights bodies.
21.
Italy asked about measures undertaken to improve media freedom and protection of journalists’
working conditions. Italy recommended adopting further measures aimed at improving media freedom
and protecting the working conditions of journalists and human rights defenders in the country. It
recommended conducting a thorough, prompt and impartial investigation into the assassinations of
journalist Anastasia Baburova and human rights activist Stanislav Markelov and bringing the perpetrators
to justice. Italy asked about civil society’s role in promoting human rights and about the criteria used to
grant financing to NGOs. It welcomed the establishment of the national working group on judicial reform
and the creation of the Anti-corruption Council. Italy recommended increasing efforts to overcome
existing challenges in this field, including corruption, transparency and accountability of the public
administration as well as a rational division of responsibility between federal and regional levels of the
Government.
22.
Algeria praised Russia for its very positive role in facilitating the preparatory process to the
Review Conference for Durban. It recommended that Russia continue its positive work to combat racial
discrimination and related intolerance; pursue its efforts to improve the situation of detainees and take
measures to achieve that goal; continue its efforts to reduce the number of children without parental care,
particularly by stepping up the work already undertaken to overcome that phenomenon; and continue to
promote equality between men and women and, in the current situation of a world economic crisis, step
up its efforts to protect economic, social and cultural rights for the most vulnerable segments of the
population, including migrants.
23.
Austria, noting the concern of the Special Representative on the situation of human rights
defenders that registration laws may aim to stifle criticism and limit civil-society movements. asked about
follow-up in that regard. It recommended creating an environment, inter alia through a legislative
framework, that promotes rather than restricts the right to freedom of assembly and that encourages
citizens to express their diverse views. It enquired about follow-up to the Committee on the Rights of the
Child’s (CRC) encouragement to Russia to expedite the reform of the juvenile justice system, to try those
under 18 by specific juvenile court and to develop an effective system of alternative sentencing. Austria
recommended establishing a juvenile justice system that strived not only to punish, but rather to help
juveniles to re-integrate into society, taking into account existing international standards in that regard. It
noted reports of violent racism attacks against foreigners and members of minority groups and asked
about measures undertaken to address the issue. It recommended systematically collecting data on racially
motivated hate crimes and increasing efforts to bring perpetrators to justice.
24.
Switzerland recommended extending a standing invitation to all thematic special procedures. It
noted reports from different stakeholders on acts of racism. In this regard it recommended stepping up
efforts made to investigate acts of racial aggression and punish their perpetrators, and to attack in a
longstanding way the deep causes of the problem in the framework of reforms of justice. Switzerland also
noted concerns expressed by CAT on acts of torture carried out by law enforcement officers in combating
terrorism and asked about the measures in place to sanction those responsible. While welcoming the
agreement in principle with the Special Rapporteur on torture, it recommended reaching agreement as
soon as possible on the visit of the Special Rapporteur on torture. Switzerland also noted reports of
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aggression against journalist and lawyers and recommended intensifing the efforts to investigate practices
of harassment and aggression against journalists and lawyers and punish the perpetrators. It recommended
Russia do its utmost to ensure that the murders of the lawyer Stanislav Markelov and the journalist
Anastasia Baburova did not remain unpunished.
25.
Pakistan appreciated Russia’s commitment to the cause of human rights as manifested by its
accession to most of the human rights instruments. Pakistan noted the progressive improvement of human
rights in various parts of the Federation, the introduction in school curricula of human rights education
and the establishment of the Office of the Ombudsman. Regarding the administration of justice it
requested further details on the ongoing full-fledged reform of judiciary to make access to justice more
effective and to ensure the independence of judges and lawyers. It also wished to know more about
specific measures taken to address concerns expressed by the Human Rights Committee regarding the
large number of persons being trafficked for sexual and labour exploitation.
26.
China praised the responsible attitude of Russia to the review process to consult with members of
the civil society and the media. While acknowledging the daunting tasks Russia faced in the
establishment of the Office of Ombudsman as it has facilitated management of human rights affairs and
development of human rights cause. Russia being a multi-ethnic country, its laws prohibits all forms of
discrimination. Based on media reports China enquired about measures taken by Russia to protect and
promote the human rights and social rights of its military personnel.
27.
Liechtenstein noted the concerns expressed by CRC regarding street children and the lack of a
strategy to address the situation. It recommended acceding to the Optional Protocol to the Convention
against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (OP-CAT) and
establishing the required national preventive mechanism. It further recommended, as had CRC, enhancing
efforts to provide equal educational opportunities for children with disabilities, including by abolishing
the practice of “corrective” and “auxiliary schools”, providing the necessary support and ensuring that
teachers were trained to educate children with disabilities in regular schools.
28.
Nicaragua noted legislative advances, including the adoption of laws aiming at improving the
situation of minorities, particularly indigenous people and internally displaced persons. Noting Russia’s
expressed will continue working towards judicial reform, it recommended continuing along those lines
with a view to having modern legislation which adapts to new challenges.
29.
Cuba praised Russia’s efforts in the implementation of its National Plan in the area of health and
education. Cuba enquired about measures Russia intended to take to live up to its commitments in the
area of economic, social and cultural rights in view of the world’s financial economic crisis. Cuba
recommended that Russia continue its positive efforts to consolidate the areas of health and education,
especially for disabled children, and its positive efforts to promote and protect economic, social and
cultural rights and combat poverty.
30.
Brazil praised Russia’s efforts to implement social, economic and cultural rights. The existing
legal framework in Russia provided for the protection of the rights of ethnic minorities and indigenous
people. Nevertheless, stereotypes and discriminatory attitudes with respect to minority groups persisted.
Brazil had always maintained that the fight against illegal armed groups such as terrorists was by no
means incompatible either with respect for human rights or with the rule of law. It was in the context of
that broad legal and political framework that Brazil understood that the relevant provisions should be
implemented. Recalling Human Rights Council Resolution 9/12 entitled “Human Rights Goals”, Brazil
recommended withdrawing reservations to core human rights instruments such as both 1966 Covenants. It
further recommended officially considering establishing a moratorium on executions with a view to
abolishing the death penalty; the issuance of a standing invitation to United Nations Special Procedures;
and the ratification of OP-CAT and the Rome Statute of the ICC.
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31.
Turkey noted the efforts made in favour of vulnerable groups, including internally displaced
persons (IDPs). It noted the signing of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and
requested information on policies to protect such persons. Turkey recommended taking further necessary
measures in fighting extremism. It praised the efforts made to reduce poverty.
32.
Serbia noted the binding nature of decisions of the European Court of Human Rights and Russia’s
efforts on strengthening human rights protection. It noted the establishment of the Social Forum and
Public Council on Migration and requested more information about those experiences. It noted that
Russia was pro-active in protecting the rights of national minorities abroad and asked what had been done
for national minorities living in Russia.
33.
Bosnia and Herzegovina noted with satisfaction information on the existence of various human
rights protection mechanisms, especially the Office of the Ombudsman. It asked whether Russia intended
to abolish the death penalty and to ratify the Second Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights, aiming at the abolition of death penalty. It also requested more information on
planned reform processes, priorities and challenges, especially in the field of the judiciary, and on steps to
strengthen the national machinery for the advancement of woman, mainstream a gender perspective into
policy decision-making at the national and regional levels and implement the National Action Plan to
increase women’s representation in decision-making positions.. It further enquired what measures had
been taken to combat violence against woman, especially domestic violence and forced prostitution. It
asked whether corporal punishment was prohibited by law in the family and in alternative-care settings
and whether there were awareness-raising and public-education campaigns against corporal punishment
and in support of non-violent, participatory forms of discipline. It also asked whether Russia was
considering signing the Optional Protocol to CRC on the sale of children, child prostitution and child
pornography.
34.
Ukraine recommended undertaking measures to ensure the rights of ethnicities and national
minorities to use their native languages. It requested information on investigation of crimes committed
against leaders of Ukranian associations. If these crimes had not been investigated, it recommended that
effective investigation and punishment of these crimes take place. It recommended ratifying the European
Charter for Regional and Minority Languages and Protocol No. 14 to the European Convention on
Human Rights.
35.
Vietnam noted that Russia had a multiethnic population and had maintained political stability and
attained continued economic growth. Vietnam appreciated, inter alia, Russia’s close cooperation with the
United Nations human rights mechanism. Vietnam wished to join other countries in recommending
intensified efforts to resolve outstanding issues in ensuring human rights as mentioned in the national
report and to realize Russia’s commitments, particularly those related to legislative and judicial reform
and combating corruption.
36.
The United Kingdom welcomed the agenda of strengthening of the rule of law. It expressed
concern about media freedom, safety of journalist, racism and xenophobia, the penal system, restrictions
on civil society, and on threats to human rights defenders. It expressed concern about ongoing extrajudicial killings, torture, abduction and arbitrary detention in the North Caucasus. It recommended to
provide access to Ingushetia for the United Nations Working Group on enforced disappearances and the
Special Rapporteurs on torture and extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary executions; ratify the OP-CAT;
respect and protect the ability of human rights defenders and lawyers to carry out their work without
hindrance, intimidation or harassment, in line with the United Nations Declaration on Human Rights
Defenders and the United Nations Basic Principles on the Role of Lawyers.
37.
Zimbabwe noted Russia’s achievements in ensuring human rights and the challenges it faces. It
recommended continue to refine its domestic legislation in the field of human rights and freedoms;
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continue to maintain its policy of broadening and strengthening international cooperation in the
promotion and protection of human rights in the interest of humankind.
38.
Saudi Arabia welcomed the delegation and their efforts to promote human rights notably by the
establishment of the Office of the Ombudsman. It commended their accession to the largest number of
international conventions on human rights. Saudi Arabia recommended pursuing its action plans to
protect the rights of the child and of the family. It then posed questions with regard to Russia’s future
objectives in order to protect the rights of the family and the child and regarding the implementation of
legislation on religious rights.
39.
Jordan welcomed the development of a legislative and institutional framework including the
establishment of the office of the Ombudsman. It noted with assurance the recent accession to the
Optional Protocol on the Rights of the Child on the involvement of Children in Armed Conflict. Jordan
encouraged Russia to continue its active participation in the work of Human Rights Council as well as to
maintain its contribution to OHCHR.
40.
South Africa commended the progress in implementing economic, social and cultural rights,
Russia’s cooperation with OHCHR and special procedures, and the commitment to the Durban Review
Conference. It stated that the Special Rapporteur on racism expressed concern on the trend of racism and
xenophobia and increased number of racially motivated crimes. It noted that despite intensified efforts,
Russia has not adopted comprehensive anti-discrimination legislation and asked about planned measures
in this regard. Noting concerns raised by the Working Group on Enforced/Involuntary Disappearance
about cases during anti-terror operations it asked for more information on this issue. It noted indication
that authorities resorting to violence and illegal use of physical force and enquired about the training of
law enforcement officers. South Africa noted allegations from human rights defenders facing obstacles
while exercising public monitoring in the penitentiary institutions and asked for more information. South
Africa noted the measures adopted to ensure gender equality and asked which measures outlaw domestic
violence. It recommended adopting legislative measures to outlaw domestic violence if it has not done so
already.
41.
Egypt noted that Russia has consistently maintained a policy of broadening and strengthening
human rights, establishing equal, non-confrontational dialogue in the interest of all regional groups, and
has constructively cooperated with the OHCHR. It enquired about efforts exerted by the Government to
ensure the enjoyment of the right to social security and for the effective realization of all economic and
social rights in the aftermath of turbulent transition. Egypt commented on allegations that NGOs are
facing various obstacles in carrying out their activities as a result of the recently adopted legislation on
NGOs. It asked about the measures taken by the Government to protect the rights of migrant workers.
Egypt recommended continue efforts to consolidate Russia’s national human rights institutional
architecture, and that it consider ratifying the United Nations Convention for the Protection of Migrant
workers and their families.
42.
Sri Lanka appreciated the steps taken by Russia to protect and promote human rights noting the
fact that in the year 2008 Russia has signed the Convention on the Rights of the Child and ratified the
Optional Protocol on the Rights of the Child on the involvement of Children in Armed Conflict. The
Government had set up a multi layer system for monitoring the activities of institutions and bodies in the
criminal justice system, including international bodies, with a view to ensuring objectiveness and
transparency in observing human rights. The decision taken by the Government to provide free of charge
legal assistance to socially vulnerable groups is a commendable step forward. Despite having challenges
posed by terrorism, it is encouraging to note that Russia intents to continue to refine its domestic
legislation in the field of human rights systems, to reform the judiciary, to improve the situation of
servicemen and people deprived of their liberty and to devise test measures for fighting corruption.
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43.
Palestine encouraged Russia to follow its laws for the protection of the dignity of the individual,
freedom of thought, conscience and religion. It noted that Russia promotes freedom of economic
activities that is essential to economic progress. Palestine noted the efforts in the social protection and
services for families and children. It encouraged to continue their efforts in ensuring the respect and
promotion of human rights principles despite all existing challenges and obstacles.
44.
The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea welcomed the consistent efforts made by the
Russian Government for the protection of human rights. It took note of the equality and freedom enjoyed
by all ethnic groups in the country both legally and practically, increased women’s representation in
decision-making positions as acknowledged by CEDAW in 2002, further improvement of health
institutions and enhanced quality of life of citizens. It encouraged the Government to continue its current
positive efforts for the furtherance of the human rights protection.
45.
Venezuela valued the progress made with regard to the right to health thanks to the national
priority plan for health. It asked for more details on the implementation of this program and in particular
on the achievements and the expectations of the Government.
46.
Uzbekistan highlighted the active cooperation of Russia with United Nations treaty bodies and
other international organizations. It noted with great satisfaction Russian achievements in areas of
defending the rights of women and children, social security and protection of health, right to education
and freedom of religion and other areas. It welcomed the fact that Russia signed the Convention on Rights
of the Child and ratified the Optional Protocol to CRC related to participation of children in armed
conflict in 2008.
47.
Malaysia noted the Government’s efforts to mitigate the effects of the transition process and
commended the importance given on constructive international cooperation in the promotion of human
rights, demonstrated by being party to many human rights instruments. It noted the Government’s poverty
reduction strategy and its success with the reduction of the population living under poverty line. It
recommended taking further effort in addressing the problem of unemployment, socio-economic
inequality and social vulnerability among its population. Noting the Government’s intention to continue
to refine its domestic legislation in various fields of human rights, reform the judiciary and improve the
situation of people who are deprived of their liberty, Malaysia recommended taking further efforts in
these areas so as to further ensure the promotion and protection of human rights for its peoples.
48.
Montenegro appreciated the readiness of Russia to cooperate with treaty bodies and special
procedures, by regularly reporting and receiving the visits of special procedures mandate holders. It
further supported Russia’s aim for continuing to refine its domestic legislation in the field of human rights
and freedoms and asked to elaborate further on the undertaken commitments and expected outcomes.
49.
Indonesia commended Russia’s commitment to applying international norms, specifically the
ratification of the OP-CRC on the involvement of children in armed conflict. It commended Russia on the
establishment of an institutional framework for the protection of the rights of ethnic minorities and
indigenous peoples. Indonesia asked Russia to elaborate on the issue of registration of political parties as
certain mass media allegedly claimed that the basic principles of democracy are not respected as
opposition political movements are allegedly excluded from politics, particularly elections.
50.
Belarus noted that independent monitoring of the human rights situation is carried out by the
Ombudsman institution. It recommended to continue implementation of the package of important
programmes aimed at the defending citizens’ economic and social rights; consolidating measures of
national and international nature to carry out an effective fight against trafficking in persons; and to
continue the policy which ensures gender equality aimed at upholding the rights of women. The national
policy in the area of protection of children rights would strengthen Russia’s ratification of CRC and in
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this connection it recommended that the whole range of measures be developed and carried out for the
practical implementation of provisions of this Convention and its two Optional Protocols.
51.
The Philippines noted that over the past two decades, Russia has undergone great political,
economic and social transformation. Challenges due to these changes continue to the present day.
Nevertheless, these have not prevented the Government of the Russian Federation from fulfilling its
human rights obligations; in particular it commended the Government for the 10 year de facto moratorium
on the death penalty. The Philippines asked about plans to enact a specific legislation on combating
human trafficking. It also enquired about plans to upgrade the capacities of the Federal Ombudsman in
conformity with the Paris Principles. It further asked how the Government is raising awareness and
promoting prevention of the spread of HIV/AIDS. The Philippines supported ongoing efforts of the
Government to curb the problem of increased extremist crime, and recommended that the Government
further step up efforts to punish and stop such crimes, counter racism and xenophobia, and promote
greater respect and tolerance for cultural diversity in society.
52.
The Republic of Korea commended efforts to refine the domestic legislation in the fields of
human rights, strengthen the rule of law, the judicial reform and the eradication of corruption. It
expressed concern that the Special Rapporteur on Racisms and CERD pointed out to the increasing level
of ethnic hatred and racially motivated crimes. Considering that trends of racial hatred and violence is
likely to intensify with the current economic crisis, the Republic of Korea expected Russia to pay special
attention to these racially motivated crimes and strengthen its efforts to address them. It asked how civil
society was engaged in the preparation process for the national report.
53.
Morocco noted Russia’s cooperation with OHCHR and it welcomed operational domestic
mechanisms for defending human rights. It also noted that the national legislation prohibiting and
criminalizing any restriction on human rights based on discriminatory grounds. Morocco commended
major achievements and tangible progress made by Russia in promoting and protecting the right to
equality of its citizens, upholding the rights of ethnic minorities and migrants, the fight against extremism
and the realization of economic, social and cultural rights.
54.
Georgia recommended that Russia de-occupy the territories of Georgia – Abkhazia and
Tskhinvali region including South Ossetia, and until remaining in the territories in question, to comply
with the obligation incumbent upon the occupying power by the rules of the international humanitarian
law. It further recommended to comply with the provisional measures prescribed by the International
Court of Justice and recommended to implement in good faith relevant provisions of the Resolution 1648
(2009) adopted by the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe. It recommended halting forced
distribution of passports certifying Russian citizenship among ethnic Georgians In the occupied territories
controlled by the Russian armed forces. It recommended putting an end to all practices limiting and/or
violating the human rights of ethnic Georgians in the territories controlled by the Russian armed forces –
including, but not limited to, access to education in Georgian language, freedom of movement of ethnic
Georgians and right to freely choose the place of their residence.
55.
Australia welcomed indications that the rule of law is becoming an increasingly important tool in
the protection of human rights in Russia and recommended to take steps to further improve judicial
procedures to safeguard human rights. It further recommended to take steps to implement the Russia’s
national anti-corruption plan in relation to judicial procedures and adopt measures that corruption of
judicial procedures is decreasing. In relation to the issues of vulnerability of journalists and human rights
defenders, particularly, the recent deaths of human rights lawyer Stanislav Markelov and journalist
Anastasia Baburova, Australia recommended to take measures to protect journalists and other human
rights defenders. It also recommended to address the concerns expressed by the High Commissioner for
Human Rights about the use of torture in the Chechen Republic as well as concerns raised by the
Committee Against Torture over many ongoing and consistent allegations of torture and ill-treatment
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committed by law enforcement personnel as well as reports of torture and ill-treatment in unofficial
places of detention in the North Caucasus. It further recommended to accede to the Second OP-ICCPR
and to eliminate use of the death penalty.
56.
New Zealand while noting the legislative framework put in place to protect human rights
indicated that much of the legislative protection is not properly implemented. It welcomed the
prioritization of judicial reform and rule of law and asked how proposed reforms incorporate human
rights. New Zealand recommended to prioritize the establishment of meaningful and accessible
accountability mechanisms to ensure transparency in the investigation and prosecution of human rights
violations, provide effective remedies and legal redress for victims, and take measures to increase the
independence of the judiciary and strengthen oversight of the implementation, at the State level, of federal
human rights legislation and obligations; adopt comprehensive strategy to combat domestic violence.
Regarding the marginalization of ethnic and minorities and racially motivated crimes New Zealand
recommended to adopt a clear and comprehensive definition of racial discrimination in its legislation;
encourage the use of non-custodial options when sentencing or determining pre-trial measures involving
pregnant prisoners and prisoners with children and where women are detained, put in place policies to
ensure that all children are able to maintain contact with their mothers.
57.
Colombia noted the importance of efforts aimed at institution building through the establishment
and strengthening of public institutions. In this context with the reference made in the national report,
Colombia asked for more information about functions and roles of the established Public Council for
Migration.
58.
Ireland expressed concerns about the ongoing intimidation and murder of human rights defenders
including lawyers, media and NGOs and noted the murders of Stanislav Markelov and Anastasia
Baburova. Ireland asked about the steps taken to ensure that persons dealing with human rights can be
allowed to operate effectively. Ireland recommended that increased efforts are made by the Russian
authorities to ensure that those responsible for murder in the above mentioned cases are brought to justice
immediately and that violent attacks and intimidation against human right defenders are brought to an
end. While Ireland welcomed efforts to implement recommendations from the Special Rapporteur on
racism and others including the inclusion of a provision on ethnic hatred in the Criminal Code, it
expressed concern about the increase in violent racist attacks and murders of minorities, as well
intimidation and arbitrary arrest. It asked about steps to increase educational programs to promote
tolerance and to train law enforcement to deal with such issues. Ireland recommended that Russia
develops a strong institutional framework that will help to combat racism and create an atmosphere of
racial tolerance in Russian society.
59.
Denmark while noting CAT’s concern on allegations of torture and that Special Rapporteur on
torture was not been able to visit North Caucasus under usual terms of operation, asked how Russia is
addressing the issue. Denmark recommended that the Government steps up its efforts to combat torture,
inter alia, by effectively addressing the concerns of CAT; and extend a recommendation to the Special
Rapporteur on torture to visit North Caucuses under his usual terms of operation. Denmark noted
concerns regarding the rights of indigenous communities from the North, Siberia and the Far East, as
highlighted by CERD. It asked for more information and recommended that Russia implements the
recommendations raised by CERD as to how to improve the situation of the indigenous communities.
60.
Japan asked about the current status of activities of the Public Chamber established in 2005 in
order to strengthen the ties between the State and citizens, to protect freedoms and rights, and to reflect
diverse views in policy and law making. It enquired if the NGO law which was amended in 2006 to
increase state oversight of domestic NGOs is currently administrated. Japan asked about the current
effects of the Anti-Corruption Council that was established May 2008 and the Federal Anti-Corruption
Law that was adopted in December 2008 and how effective they are likely to be in the future. It further
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enquired about the situation related to the insecurity of journalists and concerns over the closure of
independent media outlets and an increase of State control of major media in recent years and what
measures Russia is taking to address the situation. Japan recommended to submit as quickly as possible
information on alleged forced disappearances cases to the Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary
Disappearances. Japan mentioned that it would appreciate information on measures taken against racially
motivated violence against foreign citizens and ethnic minorities.
61.
Norway appreciated the high level of cooperation with the United Nations Human Rights system
and strongly noted that human rights defenders play an important role on fostering a culture of human
rights. It remained concerned about the vulnerable situation of human defenders, journalists and lawyers
working in the defence of human rights. Norway recommended that crimes and violations against human
right defenders and journalists are effectively investigated and prosecuted, and that those responsible are
punished. Complaints of harassment of human rights defenders must receive a prompt response and
adequate measures for their safety should be taken. It further recommended the Government to adopt
appropriate measures to disseminate widely and ensure full observance of the Declaration on Human
Rights Defenders. The UDHR, as well as all other human rights standards, should in particular be made
available to schools and institutions of higher education. While noting that the number of involuntarily
disappearances has decreased in Chechnya, Norway remained concerned about the increased number of
involuntarily disappearances in Ingushetia and the human rights conditions in North Caucasus. Norway
appreciated that Russia has agreed in principle upon a visit by the Working Group on enforced or
involuntarily disappearances, and recommend that this visit takes place within 2009. Norway welcomed
the leadership demonstrated by Russia in the preparations for the Durban Review Conference. At the
national level, Norway encouraged Russia to take further steps to fight discrimination and to make sure
that perpetrators of racist and hate crimes be held duly responsible for their crimes.
62.
Sweden expressed concern by the treatment of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transsexual and transgender
persons and their right to peaceful assembly and freedom from discrimination. Sweden recommended to
increase their efforts and take concrete policy measures in order to promote tolerance and nondiscrimination of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transsexual and transgender persons. Sweden noted reports on
violent discrimination of persons belonging to ethnic minorities and non-Russian citizens. Sweden
recommended to increase its efforts to ensure full respect of the rights of persons belonging to minorities
and indigenous groups, including education of their children. Sweden noted reports of violence against
women in Russia. It recommended to enhance the efforts to combat violence against women and to
improve women’s access to safe shelter.
63.
Belgium mentioned the concerns raised by the Special Rapporteur on racism, CERD and CAT on
the ongoing increase of violence and murders on the basis of racism and xenophobia. The low rate of
conviction of perpetrators and the absence of statistics and information on the cases brought against them
are denounced by UNICEF and NGOs. It asked which actual measures that Russia has adopted or intends
to adopt to better prevent and convict racist crimes and violence and what kind of results is expected in
practice. Belgium made three recommendations to Russia: apply its current anti racism legislation in an
effective way and take new structural measures specifically to counter discrimination; set up a national
mechanism to counter the phenomena of racist violence and to gather reliable statistics on this regard; and
engage in active awareness raising policy and systematically condemn racist and xenophobic violence.
64.
In response to the statements made, Russia noted that the civil society contributed in the
preparation process of the national report with several consultations and meetings were organised with
various representatives of the civil society.
65.
With regard to protection of rights of journalists the delegation noted that the law on press
prohibits censorship, interference in editorial freedom, ensures freedom of sources of information and
provides broad rights and guarantees to journalists, including the right to protection and defence in the
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court. The reason for problems in this area is that Russia has not yet completed its ongoing reforms. There
are more than 4000 mass media outlets in Russia. The Ministry of Mass Media and communication
monitors observance of the law on press, including monitoring that the rights of journalists are not
infringed.
66.
Concerning the issue of death of journalists and violence against human rights defenders the
delegation informed that since 2004 the law on the state protection of participants of the criminal
procedures has been enacted. This law applies to individuals, specifically, journalists who have informed
that there is a threat to their lives and who need security protection. A set of extra measures has been
developed in order to improve protection. In 2006-2007, 90% of crimes related to murders of journalists
convictions were achieved. In three quarters of these cases a large number of crimes committed are not
directly related to journalistic activities of individuals involved. The cases related to murders of Anna
Politkovskaya, Akatov, Zimin and Eloev have been brought to the court. Murders of Markelov and
Baburova committed in 2009 are investigated on priority basis. Concerning the issue related to
kidnapping of people in Chechnya, the delegation noted that in March 2007 a comprehensive programme
was adopted combating the kidnapping of persons and seeking disappeared people. In the last few years
the number of violent kidnapping of persons has been constantly decreasing, in many cases kidnappings
were committed to extort money.
67.
On the issue of penitentiary, the delegation mentioned that prison reforms started 10 years ago
resulting in reductions of the number of people imprisoned, in addition medical care and prison
conditions improved since then. The problem of overcrowded prisons was resolved and prison conditions
in general were improved to meet sanitary norms. Special measures are undertaken with regard to
juveniles and women in prisons. In 2008 the federal law was adopted stipulating establishment of regional
commissions, involving members of civil society, which are monitoring prison conditions.
68.
Concerning the issue of elimination of extremism phenomenon the delegation informed that in
2008 the number of registered crimes related to extremism increased, which was caused inter alia by
improvement in police work. Additional measures are undertaken to combat extremism, including
amendments to civil and criminal law. Regarding concerns expressed about possible use of those
amendments to repress dissidents, the delegation noted that they were based on corresponding law
enforcement and judicial practices and the list of extremist crimes is exhaustive. It was also noted that
promotion of tolerance is essential to curb extremism.
69.
Russian Federation is complying with provisions of the European Convention on Human Rights
and enforces decisions of the European Court on Human Rights, including cases related to Chechen
Republic. Consequently time of judicial consideration of cases was reduced, compensation for material
and moral damages to victims was provided. In 2001-2008 more than 600 court cases related to
persecution and abuse by authorities and other crimes were considered in the Chechen Republic, and
more then 500 militants and 200 including police officials and members of government authorities were
convicted. Compensation for loss of property were also provided.
70.
In relation to judicial reforms, the delegation informed that it is largely achieved and as a result
an independent judiciary exists. Legislation is brought into line with norms and principles of international
law and treaties. Development of organization of judicial system is carried out by enhancing the training
of its staff and provides guarantees of independence of judges. Attempts to illegally influence or interfere
in the administration of justice are prohibited by law and punished. In relation to restriction of freedom of
activities of lawyers the delegation noted that in the course of implementation of the federal programme
for the development of the judicial system 2007-2011 the limitation of activities of lawyers are not
foreseen. Law on activities of lawyers provides for lawyers’ independence and prohibits interference to
lawyers practices from the state bodies (article 18).
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71.
The delegation informed that provisions ensuring interests of children and family are part of the
national demographic policy and national projects. The foundation was set up to provide assistance to
street children ensuring their access to health and education. On the annual basis, orphans are provided
with thorough checks in clinics. Since 2007 the family programme was implemented focusing on children
who do not have support of their parents. Together with NGOs a comprehensive protection system has
been developed for children who were victims of violence. Social rehabilitation programmes and services
were developed for domestic violence victims, including juveniles. Concerning gender equality it was
noted that domestic legislation does not contain any discriminatory norms with regard to rights of women.
However, the situation of women in labour market has number of problems that have not been resolved
and the government is currently taking appropriate measures to improve the situation. The delegation
recognized that domestic violence is a problem and affects not only women, but also men, children and
elderly people. A number of facilities were established providing secure facilities for victims of domestic
violence.
72.
In August 2008, a national plan was developed and adopted to comply with recommendations of
CERD and at the end of the year 2009 an interim report will be prepared on the implementation of
recommendations. The system of anti-discrimination law is in place. Regarding efforts to effectively
combat extremism, xenophobia and intolerance the State will organize an information campaign in order
to strengthen solidarity amongst different ethnic groups.
73.
Concerning establishment and registration of non commercial organizations the delegation noted
that such activities are governed by the law which is in compliance with international norms and
standards. Registration problems for political parties are related to non compliance with federal law or
lack of support amongst society at large for the programme of such parties. Religious organizations are
currently integrated in the civil society. The main religious organizations are represented in councils at
different levels. In accordance with legislation religious organizations have the right to educational,
professional and vocational activities.
74.
The delegation noted in relation to the interaction with special procedures of UN HRC that Russia
is cooperating with all special rapporteurs and special mechanisms and did not reject any request for
visits. The other issue is number of requests and scheduling of such visits which require time. Another
matter is the need to avoid duplication of efforts and to have priority areas to reform domestic legislation
as Russian Federation has also other reporting obligations and regularly receives monitoring procedures
related to other organizations, such as Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe and the
Council of Europe. In 2008 12 monitoring procedures from different international organizations visited
Russian Federation.
75.
On the question of accession to various instruments and to the Optional Protocol to the
Convention Against Torture (OP-CAT) and Optional Protocol on the Convention on the Rights of Child
(OP-CRC) and others, Russian Federation is constantly studying possibilities on acceding and adopting
appropriate international obligations, yet it is guided by the idea that domestic legislation must be brought
in accordance with international treaties before such treaties enter into force. Therefore, currently, as a
part of reforms of the penitentiary system and expanding on social monitoring of the situation in prisons,
requests of acceding to the OP-CAT will be considered at the later stage. In relation to OP-CRC-SC,
currently, Russian Federation reviews whether domestic legislation corresponds to the standards
stipulated in this instrument and it will then decide to accession or non accession to it.
76.
As to the accession to the protocol No. 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights related to
the death penalty and Second Protocol to the ICCPR this will be considered once the appropriate changes
have been made to domestic legislation. In accordance with the Constitution the Russian Federation
strives towards abolishing the death penalty on the step by step basis. There is a moratorium on the
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application of death penalty sentences currently. Russian Federation supported the United Nations
General Assembly resolution on abolishing the death penalty.
77.
As regard to the situation in South Ossetia region the delegation stressed in this connection that
politically speaking the Russian Federation is open to a dialogue. At the same time assertions about
control by the Russian Federation over the territory of South Ossetia or the situation there do not
correspond to reality and therefore the issues raised do not fall under the jurisdiction of the Russian
Federation.
78.
Senegal noted that Russia is a party to the main human rights instruments and complimented
country’s commitment to improve the rights and freedoms of its citizens. Senegal encouraged the
authorities of Russia to boaster their achievements in terms of protecting rights of immigrants and also in
the area of countering and eradicating poverty.
79.
While Slovakia appreciated the veto on the draft media law, it noted the lack of progress in the
field of media pluralism and the limited space for expressing views. It recommended to improve
conditions for proper functioning of independent media, in particular national TV channels, in order to
provide more space for expressing diverse views and opinions. Slovakia also recommended to promote
the rights of human rights defenders to freedom of expression, association and assembly; to review the
extremism and NGOs laws to ensure their compatibility with international human rights obligations and
standards including the United Nations Declaration on Human Rights Defenders; to ratify the Rome
Statute of the International Criminal Court; and to become party to the Optional Protocol to the
Convention on the Rights of the Child on the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution and Child Pornography.
80.
Slovenia encouraged to ratify the protocol 14 of the European Convention on Human Rights and
to become a party to the remaining United Nations human rights instruments. Slovenia also encouraged
Russia to extend open invitation to all United Nations human rights mechanisms. On children’s rights
there are reports of United Nations human rights mechanisms of inadequate living conditions in
psychiatric hospitals. Further, in 2003 the CESCR remained concerned about the sizeable numbers of
children do not attend school due to migration, homelessness and neglect. CRC also expressed concern
about the number of adolescent illiterates and the increase in the proportion of girls among them, while
UNICEF informed that physical difficulties for disabled children also result in their exclusion from
society and that the right to education of HIV-infected and affected children is often violated. There are
also reports about inadequate policy measures for combating sexual violence against children, in
particular with regard to internet pornography. It asked for information on how the competent state
authorities plan to improve the situation, ie. to provide adequate living conditions in psychiatric hospitals
for children, to protect children from all forms of violence, including sexual exploitation and abuse. It
further enquired on what steps have been taken to sign OP CRC on sale of children and child
pornography.
81.
Mexico recognized the progress achieved in protecting of human rights and is aware of
challenges represented by combating scourges of terrorism and crimes of racial hatred. It recommended to
review relevant legislation, particularly the Federal Law for countering terrorism and the Law on
extremism, to ensure their compatibility with international obligations of the Russia Federation,
particularly regarding the guarantees of due process, the rights to freedom of religion or belief,
expression and peaceful association. As part of the efforts being undertaken to guarantee equality of
rights for all, Mexico recommended that the attention should be paid to CERD’s observation to strengthen
the legislative framework in the area of non-discrimination. It referred to the elimination of
discrimination, with special attention to gender equality, ethnic minorities, indigenous people and
migrants, regardless of their migratory status. Concerning cooperation with international human rights
mechanisms Mexico recommended that Russia accepts the visits of Special Procedures of the HR Council
which have been requested to date. Mexico also recommended that the Russian Federation ratifies the
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Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, the Convention for the Elimination of the Enforced
Disappearances of Persons and the OP-CAT, and Convention 169 of the ILO. Mexico recommended that
Russia complies with the principles contained in the declaration on the rights of indigenous peoples.
82.
As Russia has not signed the Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced
Disappearances Argentina recommended to consider the possibility of signing and ratifying the
Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearances. Argentina noted reports
from CESCR expressing concern on large number of children who do not attend classes because of
internal migration or because they are living in the streets and on the number of illiterate adolescents, in
particular girls. Argentina asked about active education policies which would promote school attendance
by all children, in particular adolescents.
83.
India welcomed Russia’s stated policy of broadening and strengthening international cooperation
in the promotion and protection of human rights. It noted as positive developments the signing by Russia
in 2008 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, and introduction of education on human rights in
the school curricula. India asked for more information about the free services provided by state legal aid
offices to improve access to social vulnerable groups, and about the success of Russia’s National Action
Plan to increase women’s representation in decision-making positions. It enquired about the functioning
of the Office of Ombudsman and how State bodies, local administrations and officials observe and
respect human rights and fundamental freedoms.
84.
United Arab Emirates commended the measures undertaken to incorporate human rights
instruments in the Constitution and domestic legislation. It saluted the endeavours made by Russia to
guarantee fundamental rights and freedom, for instance: the right to justice and the provision of free of
charge services concerning access to justice. It noted Russia’s efforts in implementing the fundamental
principles of independence of judiciary and the integrity of judicial mechanisms. In this connection the
United Arab Emirates asked for clarifications on initiatives undertaken to reform the justice system.
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ﺛﺎﻧﻴﹰﺎ  -ﺍﻻﺳﺘﻨﺘﺎﺟﺎﺕ ﻭ/ﺃﻭ ﺍﻟﺘﻮﺻﻴﺎﺕ
 -٨٥ﺳﻴﺪﺭﺱ ﺍﻻﲢﺎﺩ ﺍﻟﺮﻭﺳﻲ ﺍﻟﺘﻮﺻﻴﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﺘﺎﻟﻴﺔ ﻭﺳﻴﻘﺪﻡ ﺭﺩﻭﺩﻩ ﰲ ﺍﻟﻮﻗﺖ ﺍﳌﻄﻠﻮﺏ .ﻭﺳﻮﻑ ﻳُﺪﺭَﺝ ﺭﺩ ﺍﻻﲢﺎﺩ
ﻋﻠﻰ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻟﺘﻮﺻﻴﺎﺕ ﰲ ﺍﻟﺘﻘﺮﻳﺮ ﺍﳋﺘﺎﻣﻲ ﺍﻟﺬﻱ ﺳﻴﻌﺘﻤﺪﻩ ﳎﻠﺲ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﰲ ﺩﻭﺭﺗﻪ ﺍﳊﺎﺩﻳﺔ ﻋﺸﺮﺓ:
-١

ﺃﻥ ﻳﻨﻈﺮ ﰲ ﺇﻣﻜﺎﻧﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﺼﺪﻳﻖ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﱪﻭﺗﻮﻛﻮﻝ ﺍﻻﺧﺘﻴﺎﺭﻱ ﺍﻟﺜﺎﱐ ﻟﻠﻌﻬﺪ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﱄ ﺍﳋﺎﺹ ﺑـﺎﳊﻘﻮﻕ
ﺍﳌﺪﻧﻴﺔ ﻭﺍﻟﺴﻴﺎﺳﻴﺔ )ﺃﳌﺎﻧﻴﺎ(/ﰲ ﺇﻣﻜﺎﻧﻴﺔ ﺍﻻﻧﻀﻤﺎﻡ ﺇﱃ ﺍﻟﱪﻭﺗﻮﻛﻮﻝ ﺍﻻﺧﺘﻴﺎﺭﻱ ﺍﻟﺜﺎﱐ ﻟﻠﻌﻬﺪ ﺍﻟـﺪﻭﱄ
ﺍﳋﺎﺹ ﺑﺎﳊﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﳌﺪﻧﻴﺔ ﻭﺍﻟﺴﻴﺎﺳﻴﺔ )ﺃﺳﺘﺮﺍﻟﻴﺎ(؛

-٢

ﺃﻥ ﻳﻨﻔﺬ ﺇﻋﻼﻧﻪ ﺇﻟﻐﺎﺀ ﻋﻘﻮﺑﺔ ﺍﻹﻋﺪﺍﻡ ﲝﻜﻢ ﺍﻟﻘﺎﻧﻮﻥ )ﺃﳌﺎﻧﻴﺎ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻨﻈﺮ ﰲ ﺇﻗـﺮﺍﺭ ﻭﻗـﻒ ﺍﺧﺘﻴـﺎﺭﻱ
ﻟﻺﻋﺪﺍﻣﺎﺕ ﲢﺴﺒﺎﹰ ﻹﻟﻐﺎﺀ ﻋﻘﻮﺑﺔ ﺍﻹﻋﺪﺍﻡ )ﺍﻟﱪﺍﺯﻳﻞ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻮﻗﻒ ﺍﻟﻠﺠﻮﺀ ﺇﱃ ﻋﻘﻮﺑﺔ ﺍﻹﻋﺪﺍﻡ )ﺃﺳﺘﺮﺍﻟﻴﺎ(؛

-٣

ﺃﻥ ﻳﻨﻀﻢ ﻃﺮﻓﺎﹰ ﰲ ﺍﻟﱪﻭﺗﻮﻛﻮﻝ ﺍﻻﺧﺘﻴـﺎﺭﻱ ﺍﳌﻠﺤﻖ ﺑﺎﺗﻔﺎﻗﻴﺔ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻟﻄﻔﻞ ﺑﺸﺄﻥ ﺑﻴﻊ ﺍﻷﻃﻔـﺎﻝ
ﻭﺍﺳﺘﻐﻼﻝ ﺍﻷﻃﻔﺎﻝ ﰲ ﺍﻟﺒﻐﺎﺀ ﻭﰲ ﺍﳌﻮﺍﺩ ﺍﻹﺑﺎﺣﻴﺔ )ﺳﻠﻮﻓﺎﻛﻴﺎ(؛

-٤

ﺃﻥ ﻳﺼﺪّﻕ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﱪﻭﺗﻮﻛﻮﻝ ﺍﻻﺧﺘﻴـﺎﺭﻱ ﺍﳌﻠﺤﻖ ﺑﺎﺗﻔﺎﻗﻴﺔ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻟﻄﻔﻞ )ﺍﳌﻤﻠﻜﺔ ﺍﳌﺘﺤﺪﺓ ﻭﺍﻟﱪﺍﺯﻳﻞ
ﻭﺍﳌﻜﺴﻴﻚ(/ﻳﻨﻀﻢ ﺇﱃ ﻫﺬﺍ ﺍﻟﱪﻭﺗﻮﻛﻮﻝ )ﺍﳉﻤﻬﻮﺭﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﺸﻴﻜﻴﺔ ﻭﻟﻴﺨﺘﻨﺸﺘﺎﻳﻦ( ،ﺃﻥ ﻳﻨـﺸﺊ ﺁﻟﻴﺘـﻪ
ﺍﻟﻮﻗﺎﺋﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﻮﻃﻨﻴﺔ ﺑﻨﺎﺀً ﻋﻠﻰ ﺫﻟﻚ )ﺍﳉﻤﻬﻮﺭﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﺸﻴﻜﻴﺔ(/ﲟﻘﺘﻀﻰ ﺫﻟﻚ ﺍﻟﱪﻭﺗﻮﻛﻮﻝ )ﻟﻴﺨﺘﻨـﺸﺘﺎﻳﻦ(
ﻭﺍﺳﺘﻌﺮﺍﺽ ﺍﻟﻈﺮﻭﻑ ﺍﻟﺴﺎﺋﺪﺓ ﰲ ﺍﻟﺴﺠﻮﻥ ،ﻻ ﺳﻴﻤﺎ ﰲ ﻣﺮﺍﻓﻖ ﺍﻻﺣﺘﺠﺎﺯ ﻗﺒﻞ ﺍﶈﺎﻛﻤﺔ ،ﳉﻌﻠﻬﺎ ﻣﻠﺒﻴﺔ
ﻟﻠﻤﻌﺎﻳﲑ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﻟﻴﺔ )ﺍﳉﻤﻬﻮﺭﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﺸﻴﻜﻴﺔ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻮﺍﺻﻞ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﺍﻟﱵ ﻳﺒﺬﳍﺎ ﻟﺘﺤﺴﲔ ﻭﺿﻊ ﺍﶈﺘﺠـﺰﻳﻦ
ﻭﺍﲣﺎﺫ ﺗﺪﺍﺑﲑ ﻟﺘﺤﻘﻴﻖ ﻫﺬﺍ ﺍﳍﺪﻑ )ﺍﳉﺰﺍﺋﺮ(؛

-٥

ﺃﻥ ﻳﺼﺪّﻕ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻧﻈﺎﻡ ﺭﻭﻣﺎ ﻟﻠﻤﺤﻜﻤﺔ ﺍﳉﻨﺎﺋﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﻟﻴﺔ )ﺍﻟﱪﺍﺯﻳﻞ ﻭﺳﻠﻮﻓﺎﻛﻴﺎ ﻭﻓﺮﻧﺴﺎ(؛

-٦

ﺃﻥ ﻳﻨﻈﺮ ﰲ ﺇﻣﻜﺎﻧﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﺼﺪﻳﻖ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻻﺗﻔﺎﻗﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﻟﻴﺔ ﳊﻤﺎﻳﺔ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﲨﻴﻊ ﺍﻟﻌﻤﺎﻝ ﺍﳌﻬﺎﺟﺮﻳﻦ ﻭﺃﻓﺮﺍﺩ
ﺃﺳﺮﻫﻢ )ﻣﺼﺮ(؛

-٧

ﺃﻥ ﻳﺼﺪّﻕ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻻﺗﻔﺎﻗﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﻟﻴﺔ ﳊﻤﺎﻳﺔ ﲨﻴﻊ ﺍﻷﺷﺨﺎﺹ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻻﺧﺘﻔﺎﺀ ﺍﻟﻘﺴﺮﻱ )ﺍﻷﺭﺟﻨﺘﲔ ﻭﺍﳌﻜﺴﻴﻚ(،
ﻭﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﺗﻔﺎﻗﻴﺔ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻷﺷﺨﺎﺹ ﺫﻭﻱ ﺍﻹﻋﺎﻗﺔ ،ﻭﺍﺗﻔﺎﻗﻴﺔ ﻣﻨﻈﻤﺔ ﺍﻟﻌﻤﻞ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﻟﻴﺔ ﺭﻗﻢ ) ١٦٩ﺍﳌﻜﺴﻴﻚ(؛

-٨

ﺃﻥ ﻳﺼﺪّﻕ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﱪﻭﺗﻮﻛﻮﻝ ﺭﻗﻢ  ١٤ﻟﻼﺗﻔﺎﻗﻴﺔ ﺍﻷﻭﺭﻭﺑﻴﺔ ﳊﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ )ﻓﻨﻠﻨﺪﺍ ﻭﺃﻭﻛﺮﺍﻧﻴﺎ ﻭﺳﻠﻮﻓﻴﻨﻴﺎ(
ﻭﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﳌﻴﺜﺎﻕ ﺍﻷﻭﺭﻭﰊ ﻟﻠﻐﺎﺕ ﺍﻹﻗﻠﻴﻤﻴﺔ ﻭﻟﻐﺎﺕ ﺍﻷﻗﻠﻴﺎﺕ )ﺃﻭﻛﺮﺍﻧﻴﺎ(؛

-٩

ﺃﻥ ﻳﻨﻀﻢ ﻃﺮﻓﺎﹰ ﻓﻴﻤﺎ ﺗﺒﻘﻰ ﻣﻦ ﺻﻜﻮﻙ ﺍﻷﻣﻢ ﺍﳌﺘﺤﺪﺓ ﳊﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ )ﺳﻠﻮﻓﻴﻨﻴﺎ(؛

 -١٠ﺃﻥ ﻳﺴﺤﺐ ﲢﻔﻈﺎﺗﻪ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﺼﻜﻮﻙ ﺍﻟﺮﺋﻴﺴﻴﺔ ﳊﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﻣﺜﻞ ﻋﻬﺪﻱ ﻋﺎﻡ ) ١٩٦٦ﺍﻟﱪﺍﺯﻳﻞ(؛
 -١١ﺃﻥ ﻳﻮﺍﺻﻞ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﺍﻟﱵ ﻳﺒﺬﳍﺎ ﻟﺘﻌﺰﻳﺰ ﻫﻴﻜﻠﻪ ﺍﻟﻮﻃﲏ ﳌﺆﺳﺴﺎﺕ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ )ﻣﺼﺮ(؛
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 -١٢ﺃﻥ ﻳﻮﺟﻪ ﺩﻋﻮﺓ ﻣﻔﺘﻮﺣﺔ ﳉﻤﻴﻊ ﺍﳌﻜﻠﻔﲔ ﺑﺎﻹﺟﺮﺍﺀﺍﺕ ﺍﳋﺎﺻﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﺎﺑﻌﺔ ﻟﻸﻣﻢ ﺍﳌﺘﺤﺪﺓ )ﺍﻟﱪﺍﺯﻳﻞ ﻭﻓﺮﻧﺴﺎ
ﻭﺍﳉﻤﻬﻮﺭﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﺸﻴﻜﻴﺔ ﻭﺳﻠﻮﻓﻴﻨﻴﺎ( ﻭﺃﻥ ﻳﻨﻔﺬ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻟﺪﻋﻮﺓ )ﺍﳉﻤﻬﻮﺭﻳـﺔ ﺍﻟﺘـﺸﻴﻜﻴﺔ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻮﺟـﻪ
ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻟﺪﻋﻮﺓ ﺇﱃ ﲨﻴﻊ ﺍﳌﻜﻠﻔﲔ ﺑﺎﻹﺟﺮﺍﺀﺍﺕ ﺍﳋﺎﺻﺔ ﺍﳌﻮﺍﺿﻴﻌﻴﺔ )ﺳﻮﻳﺴﺮﺍ(؛
 -١٣ﺃﻥ ﻳﻮﺍﻓﻖ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺯﻳﺎﺭﺍﺕ ﺍﳌﻜﻠﻔﲔ ﺑﺎﻹﺟﺮﺍﺀﺍﺕ ﺍﳋﺎﺻﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﺠﻠﺲ ﺍﳌﻘﺘﺮﺣﺔ ﺣﱴ ﺣﻴﻨﻪ )ﺍﳌﻜـﺴﻴﻚ(؛
ﺃﻥ ﻳﺘﻮﺻﻞ ﺇﱃ ﺍﺗﻔﺎﻕ ﰲ ﺃﻗﺮﺏ ﻭﻗﺖ ﳑﻜﻦ ﺑﺸﺄﻥ ﺯﻳﺎﺭﺓ ﺍﳌﻘﺮﺭ ﺍﳋﺎﺹ ﺍﳌﻌﲏ ﲟـﺴﺄﻟﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻌـﺬﻳﺐ
)ﺳﻮﻳﺴﺮﺍ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻮﺟﻪ ﺩﻋﻮﺓ ﺇﱃ ﺍﳌﻘﺮﺭ ﺍﳋﺎﺹ ﺍﳌﻌﲏ ﲟﺴﺄﻟﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻌﺬﻳﺐ ﻟﺰﻳﺎﺭﺓ ﴰﺎﻝ ﺍﻟﻘﻮﻗـﺎﺯ ﻭﻓﻘـﺎﹰ
ﻟﺸﺮﻭﻁ ﻋﻤﻠﻪ ﺍﳌﻌﺘﺎﺩﺓ )ﺍﻟﺪﺍﳕﺮﻙ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﺘﻴﺢ ﺍﻟﻔﺮﺻﺔ ﻟﻔﺮﻳﻖ ﺍﻷﻣﻢ ﺍﳌﺘﺤﺪﺓ ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻣﻞ ﺍﳌﻌﲏ ﺑﺎﻻﺧﺘﻔـﺎﺀ
ﺍﻟﻘﺴﺮﻱ ﻭﻟﻠﻤﻘﺮﺭ ﺍﳋﺎﺹ ﺍﳌﻌﲏ ﲟﺴﺄﻟﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻌﺬﻳﺐ ﻭﺍﳌﻘﺮﺭ ﺍﳋﺎﺹ ﺍﳌﻌﲏ ﲝﺎﻻﺕ ﺍﻹﻋـﺪﺍﻡ ﺧـﺎﺭﺝ
ﺍﻟﻘﻀﺎﺀ ﺃﻭ ﺑﺈﺟﺮﺍﺀﺍﺕ ﻣﻮﺟﺰﺓ ﺃﻭ ﺗﻌﺴﻔﺎﹰ ﻟﺪﺧﻮﻝ ﺃﻧﻐﻮﺷﻴﺎ )ﺍﳌﻤﻠﻜﺔ ﺍﳌﺘﺤﺪﺓ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﲡﺮﻱ ﺯﻳﺎﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﻔﺮﻳﻖ
ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻣﻞ ﺍﳌﻌﲏ ﺑﺎﻻﺧﺘﻔﺎﺀ ﺍﻟﻘﺴﺮﻱ ﺍﳌﺘﻔﻖ ﻋﻠﻴﻬﺎ ﻣﻦ ﺣﻴﺚ ﺍﳌﺒﺪﺃ ﺧﻼﻝ ﻋﺎﻡ ) ٢٠٠٩ﺍﻟﻨﺮﻭﻳﺞ(؛
 -١٤ﺃﻥ ﻳﻘﺪﻡ ﺇﱃ ﺍﻟﻔﺮﻳﻖ ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻣﻞ ﺍﳌﻌﲏ ﺑﺎﻻﺧﺘﻔﺎﺀ ﺍﻟﻘﺴﺮﻱ ،ﰲ ﺃﺳﺮﻉ ﻭﻗﺖ ﳑﻜﻦ ،ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎﺕ ﻋﻦ ﺣﺎﻻﺕ
ﺍﻻﺧﺘﻔﺎﺀ ﺍﻟﻘﺴﺮﻱ ﺍﳌﺰﻋﻮﻣﺔ )ﺍﻟﻴﺎﺑﺎﻥ(؛
 -١٥ﺃﻥ ﻳﻮﺍﺻﻞ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﺍﻟﱵ ﻳﺒﺬﳍﺎ ﻟﻀﻤﺎﻥ ﺍﺣﺘﺮﺍﻡ ﻣﺒﺎﺩﺉ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧـﺴﺎﻥ ﻭﺗﻌﺰﻳﺰﻫـﺎ ﺭﻏـﻢ ﲨﻴـﻊ
ﺍﻟﺘﺤﺪﻳﺎﺕ ﻭﺍﻟﻌﺮﺍﻗﻴﻞ ﺍﻟﻘﺎﺋﻤﺔ )ﻓﻠﺴﻄﲔ(؛
 -١٦ﺃﻥ ﻳﻜﺜﻒ ﻣﻦ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﺍﻟﱵ ﻳﺒﺬﳍﺎ ﻟﺘﺴﻮﻳﺔ ﺍﳌﺴﺎﺋﻞ ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻟﻘﺔ ﰲ ﳎﺎﻝ ﻛﻔﺎﻟﺔ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﻨﺤﻮ
ﺍﳌﺬﻛﻮﺭ ﰲ ﺗﻘﺮﻳﺮﻩ ﺍﻟﻮﻃﲏ )ﻓﻴﻴﺖ ﻧﺎﻡ(؛
 -١٧ﺃﻥ ﻳﻮﺍﺻﻞ ﺗﻨﻘﻴﺢ ﺗﺸﺮﻳﻌﻪ ﺍﶈﻠﻲ ﺍﳌﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﲝﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﻭﺍﳊﺮﻳﺎﺕ )ﺯﻣﺒﺎﺑﻮﻱ(؛
 -١٨ﺃﻥ ﻳﺮﺍﺟﻊ ﺍﻟﺘﺸﺮﻳﻌﺎﺕ ﺫﺍﺕ ﺍﻟﺼﻠﺔ ﻭﻻ ﺳﻴﻤﺎ ﺍﻟﻘﺎﻧﻮﻥ ﺍﻻﲢﺎﺩﻱ ﺍﳌﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﲟﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ ﺍﻹﺭﻫﺎﺏ ﻭﺍﻟﻘﺎﻧﻮﻥ ﺍﳌﺘﻌﻠﻖ
ﺑﺎﻟﺘﻄﺮﻑ ﻟﻀﻤﺎﻥ ﺍﻧﺴﺠﺎﻣﻬﺎ ﻣﻊ ﺍﻻﻟﺘﺰﺍﻣﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﻟﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﱵ ﺃﺧﺬﻫﺎ ﺍﻻﲢﺎﺩ ﺍﻟﺮﻭﺳﻲ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻋﺎﺗﻘﻪ )ﺍﳌﻜﺴﻴﻚ(؛
 -١٩ﺃﻥ ﻳﻮﺍﺻﻞ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﺍﻹﳚﺎﺑﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﱵ ﻳﺒﺬﳍﺎ ﰲ ﺍﻟﻮﻗﺖ ﺍﳊﺎﺿـﺮ ﻟﺘﻌﺰﻳـﺰ ﲪﺎﻳـﺔ ﺣﻘـﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧـﺴﺎﻥ
)ﲨﻬﻮﺭﻳﺔ ﻛﻮﺭﻳﺎ ﺍﻟﺸﻌﺒﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﺪﳝﻘﺮﺍﻃﻴﺔ(؛
 -٢٠ﺃﻥ ﻳﻮﺍﺻﻞ ﺇﻋﻤﺎﻝ ﺳﻴﺎﺳﺘﻪ ﺍﻟﺮﺍﻣﻴﺔ ﺇﱃ ﺗﻮﺳﻴﻊ ﻭﺗﻌﺰﻳﺰ ﺍﻟﺘﻌﺎﻭﻥ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﱄ ﰲ ﳎﺎﻝ ﺗﻌﺰﻳﺰ ﻭﲪﺎﻳﺔ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ
ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﻟﺼﺎﱀ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻧﻴﺔ )ﺯﻣﺒﺎﺑﻮﻱ(؛
 -٢١ﺃﻥ ﻳﻮﺍﺻﻞ ﻣﺸﺎﺭﻛﺘﻪ ﺍﳊﺜﻴﺜﺔ ﰲ ﻋﻤﻞ ﳎﻠﺲ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ،ﻓﻀﻼﹰ ﻋﻦ ﺍﳊﻔﺎﻅ ﻋﻠـﻰ ﻣـﺴﺎﳘﺘﻪ
ﰲ ﻣﻔﻮﺿﻴﺔ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ )ﺍﻷﺭﺩﻥ(؛
 -٢٢ﺃﻥ ﻳﺘﺨﺬ ﻣﺰﻳﺪﺍﹰ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﺘﺪﺍﺑﲑ ﺍﻟﻼﺯﻣﺔ ﰲ ﳎﺎﻝ ﻣﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻄﺮﻑ )ﺗﺮﻛﻴﺎ(؛ ﺯﻳﺎﺩﺓ ﺗﻌﺰﻳﺰ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﺍﻟﺮﺍﻣﻴﺔ
ﺇﱃ ﻭﺿﻊ ﺣﺪ ﳉﺮﺍﺋﻢ ﺍﻟﺘﻄﺮﻑ ﻭﺍﳌﻌﺎﻗﺒﺔ ﻋﻠﻴﻬﺎ ،ﻭﺍﻟﺘﺼﺪﻱ ﻟﻠﻌﻨﺼﺮﻳﺔ ﻭﻛﺮﺍﻫﻴﺔ ﺍﻷﺟﺎﻧﺐ ،ﻭﺍﻟﺘﺸﺠﻴﻊ
ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺰﻳﺪ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻻﺣﺘﺮﺍﻡ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﺴﺎﻣﺢ ﻟﺼﺎﱀ ﺍﻟﺘﻨﻮﻉ ﺍﻟﺜﻘﺎﰲ ﰲ ﺍﺠﻤﻟﺘﻤﻊ )ﺍﻟﻔﻠﺒﲔ(؛
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 -٢٣ﺃﻥ ﻳﻀﻊ ﺇﻃﺎﺭﺍﹰ ﻣﺆﺳﺴﻴﺎﹰ ﻗﻮﻳﺎﹰ ﻳﺴﺎﻋﺪ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ ﺍﻟﻌﻨﺼﺮﻳﺔ ﻭﻬﺗﻴﺌﺔ ﻣﻨﺎﺥ ﻳﺴﻮﺩﻩ ﺍﻟﺘﺴﺎﻣﺢ ﺍﻟﻌﺮﻗﻲ
ﰲ ﺍﺠﻤﻟﺘﻤﻊ ﺍﻟﺮﻭﺳﻲ )ﺁﻳﺮﻟﻨﺪﺍ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻨﺸﺊ ﺁﻟﻴﺔ ﻭﻃﻨﻴﺔ ﻟﻠﺘﺼﺪﻱ ﻟﻈﺎﻫﺮﺓ ﺍﻟﻌﻨﻒ ﺍﻟﻌﻨـﺼﺮﻱ ﻭﲡﻤﻴـﻊ
ﺇﺣﺼﺎﺀﺍﺕ ﻣﻮﺛﻮﻕ ﻬﺑﺎ ﰲ ﻫﺬﺍ ﺍﻟﺼﺪﺩ )ﺑﻠﺠﻴﻜﺎ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﺸﺮﻉ ﰲ ﺇﻋﻤﺎﻝ ﺳﻴﺎﺳـﺔ ﺣﺜﻴﺜـﺔ ﻟﻠﺘﻮﻋﻴـﺔ
ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻨﺪﻳﺪ ﻋﻠﻰ ﳓﻮ ﻣﻨﻬﺠﻲ ﺑﺎﻟﻌﻨﻒ ﺑﺪﺍﻓﻊ ﺍﻟﻌﻨﺼﺮﻳﺔ ﻭﻛﺮﺍﻫﻴﺔ ﺍﻷﺟﺎﻧﺐ )ﺑﻠﺠﻴﻜﺎ(؛
 -٢٤ﺃﻥ ﻳﺴﺘﻤﺮ ﰲ ﺍﻟﻌﻤﻞ ﺍﻹﳚﺎﰊ ﺍﻟﺬﻱ ﻳﻘﻮﻡ ﺑﻪ ﳌﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻤﻴﻴﺰ ﺍﻟﻌﻨﺼﺮﻱ ﻭﻣﺎ ﻳﺘﺼﻞ ﺑﻪ ﻣـﻦ ﺗﻌـﺼﺐ
)ﺍﳉﺰﺍﺋﺮ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻮﱄ ﺍﻻﻫﺘﻤﺎﻡ ﳌﻼﺣﻈﺔ ﳉﻨﺔ ﺍﻟﻘﻀﺎﺀ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﺘﻤﻴﻴﺰ ﺍﻟﻌﻨﺼﺮﻱ ﺍﻟﱵ ﺩﻋﺖ ﻓﻴﻬﺎ ﺇﱃ ﺗﻌﺰﻳـﺰ
ﺍﻹﻃﺎﺭ ﺍﻟﺘﺸﺮﻳﻌﻲ ﰲ ﳎﺎﻝ ﻣﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻤﻴﻴﺰ ﻣﻊ ﺍﻟﻌﻨﺎﻳﺔ ﺑﻮﺟﻪ ﺧﺎﺹ ﲟﺴﺎﺋﻞ ﺍﳌﺴﺎﻭﺍﺓ ﺑـﲔ ﺍﳉﻨـﺴﲔ،
ﻭﺍﻷﻗﻠﻴﺎﺕ ﺍﻹﺛﻨﻴﺔ ،ﻭﺍﻟﺴﻜﺎﻥ ﺍﻷﺻﻠﻴﲔ ،ﻭﺍﳌﻬﺎﺟﺮﻳﻦ ﺑﻐﺾ ﺍﻟﻨﻈﺮ ﻋﻦ ﻣﺮﻛﺰﻫﻢ ﻛﺄﻗﻠﻴﺎﺕ )ﺍﳌﻜﺴﻴﻚ(؛
ﺃﻥ ﻳﻄﺒﻖ ﺗﺸﺮﻳﻌﻪ ﺍﳊﺎﱄ ﺍﳌﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﲟﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ ﺍﻟﻌﻨﺼﺮﻳﺔ ﺗﻄﺒﻴﻘﺎﹰ ﻓﻌﺎﻻﹰ ﻭﺃﻥ ﻳﺘﺨﺬ ﺗﺪﺍﺑﲑ ﻫﻴﻜﻠﻴـﺔ ﺟﺪﻳـﺪﺓ
ﻟﻠﺘﺼﺪﻱ ﻟﻠﺘﻤﻴﻴﺰ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻭﺟﻪ ﺍﻟﺘﺤﺪﻳﺪ )ﺑﻠﺠﻴﻜﺎ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﺪﺭﺝ ﰲ ﺗﺸﺮﻳﻌﻪ ﺗﻌﺮﻳﻔﺎﹰ ﻭﺍﺿﺤﺎﹰ ﻭﺷﺎﻣﻼﹰ ﻟﻠﺘﻤﻴﻴﺰ
ﺍﻟﻌﻨﺼﺮﻱ )ﻧﻴﻮﺯﻳﻠﻨﺪﺍ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻨﻈﺮ ﰲ ﺇﻣﻜﺎﻧﻴﺔ ﺍﻷﺧﺬ ﺑﻨﻬﺞ ﺷﺎﻣﻞ ﻭﺑﱪﺍﻣﺞ ﳏﺪﺩﺓ ﳌﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ ﺍﳍﺠﻤـﺎﺕ
ﺍﻟﻌﻨﺼﺮﻳﺔ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻤﻴﻴﺰ ،ﻻ ﺳﻴﻤﺎ ﻓﻴﻤﺎ ﳜﺺ ﺣﺎﻟﺔ ﺍﻟﻀﻌﻒ ﺍﻟﱵ ﻳﻌﻴﺸﻬﺎ ﺍﳌﻬﺎﺟﺮﻭﻥ )ﻫﻮﻟﻨﺪﺍ(؛
 -٢٥ﺃﻥ ﻳﻮﱄ ﻋﻨﺎﻳﺔ ﺧﺎﺻﺔ ﻟﻠﺠﺮﺍﺋﻢ ﺑﺪﺍﻓﻊ ﺍﻟﻌﻨﺼﺮﻳﺔ ﻭﺗﻌﺰﻳـﺰ ﺍﳉﻬـﻮﺩ ﺍﻟﺮﺍﻣﻴـﺔ ﺇﱃ ﺍﻟﺘـﺼﺪﻱ ﳍـﺎ
)ﲨﻬﻮﺭﻳﺔ ﻛﻮﺭﻳﺎ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻌﺰﺯ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﺍﻟﱵ ﻳﺒﺬﳍﺎ ﻟﻠﺘﺤﻘﻴﻖ ﰲ ﺍﻻﻋﺘﺪﺍﺀﺍﺕ ﺍﻟﻌﻨـﺼﺮﻳﺔ )ﺳﻮﻳـﺴﺮﺍ(
ﻭﻣﻌﺎﻗﺒﺔ ﻣﺮﺗﻜﱯ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻷﻋﻤﺎﻝ )ﺳﻮﻳﺴﺮﺍ ﻭﺍﻟﻨﻤﺴﺎ( ،ﻭﻣﻌﺎﳉﺔ ﺍﻷﺳﺒﺎﺏ ﺍﻟﺪﻓﻴﻨﺔ ﳍﺬﻩ ﺍﳌﺸﻜﻠﺔ ﻋﻠـﻰ
ﳓﻮ ﺛﺎﺑﺖ ﻭﻣﺴﺘﻤﺮ ﰲ ﺇﻃﺎﺭ ﺇﺻﻼﺡ ﻗﻄﺎﻉ ﺍﻟﻌﺪﺍﻟﺔ )ﺳﻮﻳﺴﺮﺍ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﺘﺨﺬ ﻣﺰﻳﺪﺍﹰ ﻣـﻦ ﺍﻹﺟـﺮﺍﺀﺍﺕ
ﳌﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻤﻴﻴﺰ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﺄﻛﺪ ﻣﻦ ﲢﻤﻴﻞ ﻣﺮﺗﻜﱯ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﳉﺮﺍﺋﻢ ﺍﳌﺴﺆﻭﻟﻴﺔ ﻛﺎﻣﻠﺔ ﻋﻦ ﺃﻓﻌﺎﳍﻢ )ﺍﻟﻨﺮﻭﻳﺞ(؛
ﺍﻟﻌﻤﻞ ﺑﺼﻮﺭﺓ ﻣﻨﻬﺠﻴﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﲨﻊ ﺑﻴﺎﻧﺎﺕ ﻋﻦ ﺟﺮﺍﺋﻢ ﺍﻟﻜﺮﺍﻫﻴﺔ ﺑﺪﺍﻓﻊ ﺍﻟﻌﻨﺼﺮﻳﺔ )ﺍﻟﻨﻤﺴﺎ(؛
 -٢٦ﺃﻥ ﻳﺒﺬﻝ ﻣﺰﻳﺪﺍﹰ ﻣﻦ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﳌﻌﺎﳉﺔ ﻣﺸﻜﻠﺔ ﺍﻟﺒﻄﺎﻟﺔ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻔﺎﻭﺕ ﺍﻻﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﻲ ﻭﺍﻻﻗﺘـﺼﺎﺩﻱ ﻭﺣﺎﻟـﺔ
ﺍﻟﻀﻌﻒ ﺍﻻﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﻲ ﰲ ﺃﻭﺳﺎﻁ ﺍﻟﺴﻜﺎﻥ )ﻣﺎﻟﻴﺰﻳﺎ(؛
 -٢٧ﺃﻥ ﻳﻮﺍﺻﻞ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﺍﻟﱵ ﻳﺒﺬﳍﺎ ﻟﺘﻌﺰﻳﺰ ﺍﳌﺴﺎﻭﺍﺓ ﺑﲔ ﺍﻟﺮﺟﺎﻝ ﻭﺍﻟﻨﺴﺎﺀ )ﺍﳉﺰﺍﺋﺮ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﺴﺘﻤﺮ ﰲ ﺳﻴﺎﺳﺘﻪ
ﺍﻟﺮﺍﻣﻴﺔ ﺇﱃ ﺿﻤﺎﻥ ﺍﳌﺴﺎﻭﺍﺓ ﺑﲔ ﺍﳉﻨﺴﲔ ﺑﻐﻴﺔ ﺇﺣﻘﺎﻕ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﳌﺮﺃﺓ )ﺑﻴﻼﺭﻭﺱ(؛
 -٢٨ﺃﻥ ﻳﻀﺎﻋﻒ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﺍﻟﱵ ﻳﺒﺬﳍﺎ ﻭﺃﻥ ﻳﺘﺨﺬ ﺗﺪﺍﺑﲑ ﻣﻠﻤﻮﺳﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺴﺘﻮﻯ ﺍﻟﺴﻴﺎﺳﺎﺕ ﻣﻦ ﺃﺟﻞ ﺗﻌﺰﻳﺰ
ﺍﻟﺘﺴﺎﻣﺢ ﻭﻋﺪﻡ ﺍﻟﺘﻤﻴﻴﺰ ﺿﺪ ﺍﳌﺜﻠﻴﲔ ﻭﺍﳌﺜﻠﻴﺎﺕ ﻭﻣﺸﺘﻬﻲ ﺍﳉﻨﺴﲔ ﻭﻣﻐﲑﻱ ﺍﳍﻮﻳﺔ ﺍﳉﻨﺴﻴﺔ ﻭﺍﳌﺘﺤﻮﻟﲔ
ﺇﱃ ﺍﳉﻨﺲ ﺍﻵﺧﺮ )ﺍﻟﺴﻮﻳﺪ(؛
 -٢٩ﺃﻥ ﻳﻀﺎﻋﻒ ﺟﻬﻮﺩﻩ ﳌﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻌﺬﻳﺐ ﺑﺄﻣﻮﺭ ﻣﻨﻬﺎ ﻣﻌﺎﳉﺔ ﺃﺳﺒﺎﺏ ﻗﻠﻖ ﳉﻨﺔ ﻣﻜﺎﻓﺤـﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻌـﺬﻳﺐ
)ﺍﻟﺪﺍﳕﺮﻙ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻌﺎﰿ ﺃﻭﺟﻪ ﺍﻟﻘﻠﻖ ﺍﻟﱵ ﺃﻋﺮﺑﺖ ﻋﻨﻬﺎ ﺍﳌﻔﻮﺿﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﺴﺎﻣﻴﺔ ﳊﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﺑﺸﺄﻥ ﺍﻟﻠﺠﻮﺀ
ﺇﱃ ﺍﻟﺘﻌﺬﻳﺐ ﰲ ﲨﻬﻮﺭﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﺸﻴﺸﺎﻥ ،ﻭﻛﺬﻟﻚ ﺩﻭﺍﻋﻲ ﻗﻠﻖ ﳉﻨﺔ ﻣﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻌـﺬﻳﺐ ﺇﺯﺍﺀ ﺍﻟﻌﺪﻳـﺪ
ﻣﻦ ﺍﻻﺩﻋﺎﺀﺍﺕ ﺍﳌﺴﺘﻤﺮﺓ ﻭﺍﻟﺜﺎﺑﺘﺔ ﲟﻤﺎﺭﺳﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻌﺬﻳﺐ ﻭﺳﻮﺀ ﺍﳌﻌﺎﻣﻠﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺃﻳﺪﻱ ﺍﳌﻮﻇﻔﲔ ﺍﻟﻘـﺎﺋﻤﲔ
ﻋﻠﻰ ﺇﻧﻔﺎﺫ ﺍﻟﻘﺎﻧﻮﻥ ،ﻓﻀﻼﹰ ﻋﻦ ﺍﻟﺘﻘﺎﺭﻳﺮ ﺍﻟﱵ ﺗﺘﺤﺪﺙ ﻋﻦ ﳑﺎﺭﺳﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻌﺬﻳﺐ ﻭﺳﻮﺀ ﺍﳌﻌﺎﻣﻠﺔ ﰲ ﺃﻣﺎﻛﻦ
ﺍﺣﺘﺠﺎﺯ ﻏﲑ ﺭﲰﻴﺔ ﰲ ﴰﺎﻝ ﺍﻟﻘﻮﻗﺎﺯ )ﺃﺳﺘﺮﺍﻟﻴﺎ(؛
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 -٣٠ﺃﻥ ﻳﺸﺠﻊ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻷﺧﺬ ﺑﺎﳋﻴﺎﺭﺍﺕ ﺍﻷﺧﺮﻯ ﻋﺪﺍ ﺍﻻﺣﺘﺠﺎﺯ ﻋﻨﺪ ﺇﺻﺪﺍﺭ ﺍﻷﺣﻜﺎﻡ ﺃﻭ ﲢﺪﻳـﺪ ﺍﻟﺘـﺪﺍﺑﲑ
ﺍﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﺤﺎﻛﻤﺔ ﻓﻴﻤﺎ ﻳﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﺑﺎﳌﺴﺠﻮﻧﺎﺕ ﺍﳊﺎﻣﻼﺕ ﻭﺍﳌﺴﺠﻮﻧﺎﺕ ﺑﺄﻃﻔﺎﻝ ،ﻭﻟﺪﻯ ﺍﺣﺘﺠﺎﺯ ﺍﻟﻨﺴﺎﺀ
ﻋﻤﻮﻣﺎﹰ ،ﻭﺇﻋﻤﺎﻝ ﺳﻴﺎﺳﺎﺕ ﺗﻜﻔﻞ ﳉﻤﻴﻊ ﺍﻷﻃﻔﺎﻝ ﺍﻟﻘﺪﺭﺓ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻻﺗﺼﺎﻝ ﺑﺄﻣﻬﺎﻬﺗﻢ )ﻧﻴﻮﺯﻳﻠﻨﺪﺍ(؛
 -٣١ﺃﻥ ﻳﻘﺪﻡ ﳊﺮﺍﺱ ﺍﻟﺴﺠﻮﻥ ﻭﺍﳌﻮﻇﻔﲔ ﺍﳌﻜﻠﻔﲔ ﺑﺈﻧﻔﺎﺫ ﺍﻟﻘﺎﻧﻮﻥ ﺗﺪﺭﻳﺒﺎﹰ ﰲ ﳎﺎﻝ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﻳﺮﻛﺰ ﻋﻠﻰ
ﻭﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﳏﺪﺩ ﻋﻠﻰ ﲪﺎﻳﺔ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﻟﻠﻨﺴﺎﺀ ﻭﺍﻷﻃﻔﺎﻝ ﻭﺍﻷﻗﻠﻴﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﻘﻮﻣﻴﺔ ﻭﺍﻷﺷﺨﺎﺹ ﺍﳌﻨـﺘﻤﲔ
ﺇﱃ ﺃﻗﻠﻴﺎﺕ ﻣﻦ ﺣﻴﺚ ﺍﳌﻴﻮﻝ ﺍﳉﻨﺴﻴﺔ ﻭﺍﳍﻮﻳﺔ ﺍﳉﻨﺴﺎﻧﻴﺔ؛ ﻭﻛﺬﻟﻚ ﺿﻤﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﺘﺤﻘﻴﻖ ﰲ ﲨﻴـﻊ ﺣـﺎﻻﺕ
ﺍﻧﺘﻬﺎﻙ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﱵ ﻳﺮﺗﻜﺒﻬﺎ ﻫﺆﻻﺀ ﺍﳊﺮﺍﺱ ﻭﺍﳌﻮﻇﻔﻮﻥ ﻭﻣﻌﺎﻗﺒﺘﻬﻢ ﻋﻠﻴﻬﺎ )ﺍﳉﻤﻬﻮﺭﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﺸﻴﻜﻴﺔ(؛
 -٣٢ﺃﻥ ﻳﻌﺘﻤﺪ ﻗﺎﻧﻮﻧﺎﹰ ﳏﺪﺩﺍﹰ ﺑﺸﺄﻥ ﺍﻟﻌﻨﻒ ﺍﳌﱰﱄ )ﺍﳉﻤﻬﻮﺭﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﺸﻴﻜﻴﺔ( ،ﺃﻥ ﻳﻌﺘﻤﺪ ﺗﺪﺍﺑﲑ ﺗﺸﺮﻳﻌﻴﺔ ﻬﺗﺪﻑ
ﺇﱃ ﲢﺮﱘ ﺍﻟﻌﻨﻒ ﺍﳌﱰﱄ ﺇﻥ ﱂ ﻳﻜﻦ ﻣﺜﻞ ﻫﺬﺍ ﺍﻟﻘﺎﻧﻮﻥ ﻗﺪ ﺍﻋﺘﻤﺪ ﺃﺻﻼﹰ )ﺟﻨﻮﺏ ﺃﻓﺮﻳﻘﻴﺎ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻌﺘﻤﺪ
ﺍﺳﺘﺮﺍﺗﻴﺠﻴﺔ ﺷﺎﻣﻠﺔ ﳌﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ ﺍﻟﻌﻨﻒ ﺍﳌﱰﱄ )ﻧﻴﻮﺯﻳﻠﻨﺪﺍ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﳚﻤﻊ ﺑﻴﺎﻧﺎﺕ ﺇﺣﺼﺎﺋﻴﺔ ﻋﻦ ﺣﺎﻻﺕ ﺍﻟﻌﻨﻒ
ﺍﻟﺬﻱ ﻳﻘﻊ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﳌﺮﺃﺓ ،ﲟﺎ ﰲ ﺫﻟﻚ ﺍﻟﻌﻨﻒ ﺍﳌﱰﱄ ،ﺑﺎﻋﺘﺒﺎﺭﻩ ﺟﺮﳝﺔ ﳏﺪﺩﺓ ﻭﺇﻗﺎﻣﺔ ﻣﻼﺟﺊ ﻭﺑﻴﻮﺕ ﺁﻣﻨﺔ
ﰲ ﻬﻧﺎﻳﺔ ﺍﳌﻄﺎﻑ ﻹﻳﻮﺍﺀ ﺿﺤﺎﻳﺎ ﺍﻟﻌﻨﻒ ﺍﳌﱰﱄ ،ﺗﻜﻮﻥ ﻣﺘﻴﺴﺮﺓ ﳏﻠﻴﺎﹰ ﻭﳑﻮﻟﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﳓﻮ ﻛﺎﻑٍ ﻭﻣﺴﺘﺪﺍﻡ
ﻭﺗﺘﻤﺘﻊ ﺑﻄﺎﻗﺔ ﺍﺳﺘﻴﻌﺎﺑﻴﺔ ﻭﻓﻖ ﺍﻻﺣﺘﻴﺎﺟﺎﺕ )ﺍﳉﻤﻬﻮﺭﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﺸﻴﻜﻴﺔ(؛ ﺗﻌﺰﻳﺰ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﺍﻟﱵ ﺗﺒﺬﻝ ﳌﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ
ﺍﻟﻌﻨﻒ ﺍﳌﱰﱄ ﻭﲢﺴﲔ ﻓﺮﺹ ﻭﺻﻮﻝ ﺍﻟﻨﺴﺎﺀ ﺇﱃ ﺍﳌﻼﺟﺊ ﺍﻵﻣﻨﺔ )ﺍﻟﺴﻮﻳﺪ(؛
 -٣٣ﺃﻥ ﻳﻀﻊ ﺍﺠﻤﻟﻤﻮﻋﺔ ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻣﻠﺔ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﺘﺪﺍﺑﲑ ﺍﻟﻼﺯﻣﺔ ﻟﺘﻨﻔﻴﺬ ﺃﺣﻜﺎﻡ ﺍﺗﻔﺎﻗﻴﺔ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻟﻄﻔﻞ ﻭﺍﻟﱪﻭﺗﻮﻛﻮﻟﲔ
ﺍﳌﻠﺤﻘﲔ ﻬﺑﺎ ﻭﺇﻋﻤﺎﻝ ﺗﻠﻚ ﺍﻟﺘﺪﺍﺑﲑ )ﺑﻴﻼﺭﻭﺱ(؛
 -٣٤ﺗﻌﺰﻳﺰ ﺍﻟﺘﺪﺍﺑﲑ ﺫﺍﺕ ﺍﻟﻄﺎﺑﻊ ﺍﻟﻮﻃﲏ ﻭﺍﻟﺪﻭﱄ ﻟﻀﻤﺎﻥ ﻣﻜﺎﻓﺤـﺔ ﺍﻻﲡـﺎﺭ ﺑﺎﻷﺷـﺨﺎﺹ ﻣﻜﺎﻓﺤـﺔ
ﻓﻌﺎﻟﺔ )ﺑﻴﻼﺭﻭﺱ(؛
 -٣٥ﺃﻥ ﻳﺒﺬﻝ ﻣﺰﻳﺪﺍﹰ ﻣﻦ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﻟﺘﻨﻘﻴﺢ ﺍﻟﻘﻮﺍﻧﲔ ﺍﶈﻠﻴﺔ ﰲ ﳐﺘﻠﻒ ﳎﺎﻻﺕ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ،ﻭﺇﺻـﻼﺡ
ﺍﳉﻬﺎﺯ ﺍﻟﻘﻀﺎﺋﻲ ،ﻭﲢﺴﲔ ﻭﺿﻊ ﺍﻷﺷﺨﺎﺹ ﺍﶈﺮﻭﻣﲔ ﻣﻦ ﺣﺮﻳﺘﻬﻢ ،ﲟﺎ ﻳﻜﻔﻞ ﺯﻳﺎﺩﺓ ﺗﻌﺰﻳﺰ ﻭﲪﺎﻳﺔ
ﻣﺎ ﻟﺸﻌﺒﻪ ﻣﻦ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ )ﻣﺎﻟﻴﺰﻳﺎ(؛
 -٣٦ﺃﻥ ﳝﻨﺢ ﺍﻷﻭﻟﻮﻳﺔ ﻹﻧﺸﺎﺀ ﺁﻟﻴﺎﺕ ﻟﻠﻤﺤﺎﺳﺒﺔ ﺗﻜﻮﻥ ﳎﺪﻳﺔ ﻭﻣﺘﺎﺣﺔ ﺑﻐﻴﺔ ﺿﻤﺎﻥ ﺍﻟـﺸﻔﺎﻓﻴﺔ ﰲ ﳎـﺎﻝ
ﺍﻟﺘﺤﻘﻴﻖ ﰲ ﺍﻧﺘﻬﺎﻛﺎﺕ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﻭﻣﻘﺎﺿﺎﺓ ﻣﺮﺗﻜﺒﻴﻬﺎ ،ﻭﺇﺗﺎﺣﺔ ﺳﺒﻞ ﺍﻧﺘﺼﺎﻑ ﻓﻌﺎﻟﺔ ﻭﺗﻌﻮﻳﺾ
ﻗﺎﻧﻮﱐ ﻟﻠﻀﺤﺎﻳﺎ ،ﻭﺍﲣﺎﺫ ﺗﺪﺍﺑﲑ ﻟﺰﻳﺎﺩﺓ ﺍﺳﺘﻘﻼﻟﻴﺔ ﺍﳉﻬﺎﺯ ﺍﻟﻘﻀﺎﺋﻲ ﻭﺗﻌﺰﻳﺰ ﺍﻹﺷﺮﺍﻑ ﻋﻠـﻰ ﺗﻨﻔﻴـﺬ
ﺍﻟﺘﺸﺮﻳﻌﺎﺕ ﻭﺍﻻﻟﺘﺰﺍﻣﺎﺕ ﺍﻻﲢﺎﺩﻳﺔ ﺍﳌﺘﺼﻠﺔ ﲝﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺴﺘﻮﻯ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﻟﺔ )ﻧﻴﻮﺯﻳﻠﻨﺪﺍ(؛
 -٣٧ﺃﻥ ﻳﻌﺰﺯ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﺍﻟﱵ ﻳﻌﻜﻒ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﺬﳍﺎ ﻹﺻﻼﺡ ﻧﻈﺎﻡ ﺍﻟﻌﺪﺍﻟﺔ ﲤﺎﺷﻴﺎﹰ ﻣﻊ ﺍﳌﻌﺎﻳﲑ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﻟﻴﺔ )ﻫﻮﻟﻨﺪﺍ(؛
ﺃﻥ ﻳﺴﺘﻤﺮ ﰲ ﲢﺴﲔ ﺗﺸﺮﻳﻌﺎﺗﻪ ﰲ ﺳﺒﻴﻞ ﺇﺻﻼﺡ ﺍﳉﻬﺎﺯ ﺍﻟﻘﻀﺎﺋﻲ ﻬﺑﺪﻑ ﺍﻛﺘﺴﺎﺏ ﺗﺸﺮﻳﻊ ﻋﺼﺮﻱ
ﻗﺎﺩﺭ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﺘﻜﻴﻒ ﻣﻊ ﺍﻟﺘﺤﺪﻳﺎﺕ ﺍﳉﺪﻳﺪﺓ )ﻧﻴﻜﺎﺭﺍﻏﻮﺍ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻔﻲ ﺑﺎﻟﺘﺰﺍﻣﺎﺗﻪ ﻻ ﺳﻴﻤﺎ ﺗﻠﻚ ﺍﳌﺘـﺼﻠﺔ
ﺑﺎﻹﺻﻼﺡ ﺍﻟﺘﺸﺮﻳﻌﻲ ﻭﺍﻟﻘﻀﺎﺋﻲ ﰲ ﳎﺎﻝ ﻣﻜﺎﻓﺤﻪ ﺍﻟﻔﺴﺎﺩ )ﻓﻴﻴﺖ ﻧﺎﻡ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻀﺎﻋﻒ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﺍﻟـﱵ
ﻳﺒﺬﳍﺎ ﻟﻠﺘﻐﻠﺐ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﺘﺤﺪﻳﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﻘﺎﺋﻤﺔ ﰲ ﳎﺎﻝ ﺍﻟﻨﻈﺎﻡ ﺍﻟﻘﻀﺎﺋﻲ ،ﲟﺎ ﰲ ﺫﻟﻚ ﻣـﺎ ﻳﻌﺘـﺮﻱ ﺍﻹﺩﺍﺭﺓ
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ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻣﺔ ﻣﻦ ﻓﺴﺎﺩ ﻭﻗﺼﻮﺭ ﰲ ﺍﻟﺸﻔﺎﻓﻴﺔ ﻭﺍﶈﺎﺳﺒﺔ ،ﻓﻀﻼﹰ ﻋﻦ ﺍﻟﺘﻮﺯﻳﻊ ﺍﻟﻌﻘﻼﱐ ﻟﻠﻤـﺴﺆﻭﻟﻴﺎﺕ ﺑـﲔ
ﺍﳌﺴﺘﻮﻳﲔ ﺍﻻﲢﺎﺩﻱ ﻭﺍﻹﻗﻠﻴﻤﻲ ﻟﻠﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ )ﺇﻳﻄﺎﻟﻴﺎ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﺘﺨﺬ ﺧﻄﻮﺍﺕ ﻟﺰﻳﺎﺩﺓ ﲢﺴﲔ ﺍﻹﺟـﺮﺍﺀﺍﺕ
ﺍﻟﻘﻀﺎﺋﻴﺔ ﻟﺼﻮﻥ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ )ﺃﺳﺘﺮﺍﻟﻴﺎ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﺘﺨﺬ ﺧﻄﻮﺍﺕ ﻟﺘﻨﻔﻴﺬ ﺍﳋﻄﺔ ﺍﳌﺘﺼﻠﺔ ﺑﺎﻹﺟﺮﺍﺀﺍﺕ
ﺍﻟﻘﻀﺎﺋﻴﺔ ﻭﺍﻋﺘﻤﺎﺩ ﺗﺪﺍﺑﲑ ﺗﻜﻔﻞ ﺗﻘﻠﻴﺺ ﺍﻟﻔﺴﺎﺩ ﺍﻟﺬﻱ ﻳﻌﺘﺮﻱ ﺍﻹﺟﺮﺍﺀﺍﺕ ﺍﻟﻘﻀﺎﺋﻴﺔ )ﺃﺳﺘﺮﺍﻟﻴﺎ(؛
 -٣٨ﺃﻥ ﻳﻨﺸﺊ ﻧﻈﺎﻣﺎﹰ ﻗﻀﺎﺋﻴﺎﹰ ﻟﻸﺣﺪﺍﺙ )ﺍﻟﻨﻤﺴﺎ ﻭﺍﳉﻤﻬﻮﺭﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﺸﻴﻜﻴﺔ( ﻭﺃﻻ ﻳـﺴﻌﻰ ﻓﻘـﻂ ﳌﻌﺎﻗﺒـﺔ
ﺍﻷﺣﺪﺍﺙ ﺍﳉﺎﳓﲔ ،ﺑﻞ ﳌﺴﺎﻋﺪﻬﺗﻢ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻻﻧﺪﻣﺎﺝ ﳎﺪﺩﺍﹰ ﰲ ﺍﺠﻤﻟﺘﻤﻊ ،ﻣﻊ ﻣﺮﺍﻋﺎﺓ ﺍﳌﻌـﺎﻳﲑ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﻟﻴـﺔ
ﺍﻟﻘﺎﺋﻤﺔ ﰲ ﻫﺬﺍ ﺍﻟﺼﺪﺩ )ﺍﻟﻨﻤﺴﺎ(؛
 -٣٩ﺃﻥ ﻳﺴﺘﻤﺮ ﰲ ﺗﻨﻔﻴﺬ ﺧﻄﺔ ﻋﻤﻠﻪ ﺍﻟﺮﺍﻣﻴﺔ ﺇﱃ ﲪﺎﻳﺔ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻟﻄﻔﻞ ﻭﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻷﺳﺮﺓ )ﺍﳌﻤﻠﻜﺔ ﺍﻟﻌﺮﺑﻴـﺔ
ﺍﻟﺴﻌﻮﺩﻳﺔ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﺴﺘﻤﺮ ﰲ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﺍﻟﱵ ﻳﺒﺬﳍﺎ ﻟﺘﻘﻠﻴﺺ ﻋﺪﺩ ﺍﻷﻃﻔﺎﻝ ﺍﶈﺮﻭﻣﲔ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﺮﻋﺎﻳﺔ ﺍﻷﺑﻮﻳـﺔ
ﻻ ﺳﻴﻤﺎ ﺑﺰﻳﺎﺩﺓ ﺍﻟﻌﻤﻞ ﺍﻟﺬﻱ ﺳﺒﻖ ﺃﻥ ﺍﺿﻄﻠﻊ ﺑﻪ ﻟﻠﺘﻐﻠﺐ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻟﻈﺎﻫﺮﺓ )ﺍﳉﺰﺍﺋﺮ(؛
 -٤٠ﺃﻥ ﻳﻠﻐﻲ ﲤﺎﻣﺎﹰ ﻧﻈﺎﻡ ﺗﺼﺮﻳﺢ ﺍﻹﻗﺎﻣﺔ " "propiskaﻭﻳﺘﺨﺬ ﻣﺰﻳﺪﺍﹰ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﺘﺪﺍﺑﲑ ﻟﻀﻤﺎﻥ ﺇﻋﻤﺎﻝ ﲪﺎﻳـﺔ
ﺣﺮﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻨﻘﻞ ﰲ ﻧﻈﺎﻣﻪ ﺍﻟﻘﺎﻧﻮﱐ ﻭﳑﺎﺭﺳﺎﺗﻪ ﻣﻌﺎﹰ )ﺍﳉﻤﻬﻮﺭﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﺸﻴﻜﻴﺔ(؛
 -٤١ﺃﻥ ﻳﺴﺘﻤﺮ ﰲ ﺇﻋﻤﺎﻝ ﺗﺪﺍﺑﲑﻩ ﺍﻹﳚﺎﺑﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﺮﺍﻣﻴﺔ ﺇﱃ ﲪﺎﻳﺔ ﻛﺮﺍﻣﺔ ﺍﻟﻔﺮﺩ ،ﻭﺣﺮﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻔﻜﲑ ﻭﺍﻟﻮﺟـﺪﺍﻥ
ﻭﺍﻟﺪﻳﻦ )ﻓﻠﺴﻄﲔ(؛
 -٤٢ﺃﻥ ﻳﻌﺰﺯ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﳌﺪﺍﻓﻌﲔ ﻋﻦ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﰲ ﺣﺮﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻌﺒﲑ ﻭﺗﺸﻜﻴﻞ ﲨﻌﻴـﺎﺕ ﻭﺍﻻﺟﺘﻤـﺎﻉ؛
ﻭﺇﻋﺎﺩﺓ ﺍﻟﻨﻈﺮ ﰲ ﻗﻮﺍﻧﲔ ﺍﻟﺘﻄﺮﻑ ﻭﺍﳌﻨﻈﻤﺎﺕ ﻏﲑ ﺍﳊﻜﻮﻣﻴﺔ ﻟﻀﻤﺎﻥ ﻣﻄﺎﺑﻘﺘﻬﺎ ﻟﻼﻟﺘﺰﺍﻣﺎﺕ ﻭﺍﳌﻌﺎﻳﲑ
ﺍﻟﺪﻭﻟﻴﺔ ﰲ ﳎﺎﻝ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﲟﺎ ﰲ ﺫﻟﻚ ﺇﻋﻼﻥ ﺍﻷﻣﻢ ﺍﳌﺘﺤﺪﺓ ﺍﳌﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﺑﺎﳌﺪﺍﻓﻌﲔ ﻋﻦ ﺣﻘـﻮﻕ
ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ )ﺳﻠﻮﻓﺎﻛﻴﺎ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻨﻘﺢ ﻗﺎﻧﻮﻥ ﻣﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻄﺮﻑ ﲝﻴﺚ ﻳﺘﻀﻤﻦ ﺗﻌﺮﻳﻔﺎﹰ ﻭﺍﺿﺤﺎﹰ ﻟﻠﺘﻄـﺮﻑ
)ﻫﻮﻟﻨﺪﺍ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻨﻈﺮ ﰲ ﺇﻣﻜﺎﻧﻴﺔ ﺇﻋﺎﺩﺓ ﺍﻟﻨﻈﺮ ﰲ ﻗﺎﻧﻮﻥ ﺍﳌﻨﻈﻤﺎﺕ ﻏﲑ ﺍﳊﻜﻮﻣﻴﺔ ﻣﻊ ﻣﺮﺍﻋﺎﺓ ﲨﻠﺔ ﺃﻣﻮﺭ
ﻣﻨﻬﺎ ﺃﻭﺟﻪ ﺍﻟﻘﻠﻖ ﺍﻟﱵ ﺃﻋﺮﺑﺖ ﻋﻨﻬﺎ ﻫﻴﺌﺎﺕ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﺘﺎﺑﻌﺔ ﻟﻸﻣﻢ ﺍﳌﺘﺤﺪﺓ )ﻫﻮﻟﻨﺪﺍ(؛
 -٤٣ﺃﻥ ﻳﺘﺨﺬ ﺗﺪﺍﺑﲑ ﳊﻤﺎﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﺼﺤﻔﻴﲔ ﻭﻏﲑﻫﻢ ﻣﻦ ﺍﳌﺪﺍﻓﻌﲔ ﻋﻦ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ )ﺃﺳﺘﺮﺍﻟﻴﺎ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﺘﺨـﺬ
ﻣﺰﻳﺪﺍﹰ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﺘﺪﺍﺑﲑ ﻬﺑﺪﻑ ﲢﺴﲔ ﺣﺎﻟﺔ ﺣﺮﻳﺔ ﻭﺳﺎﺋﻂ ﺍﻹﻋﻼﻡ ﻭﲪﺎﻳﺔ ﻇـﺮﻭﻑ ﻋﻤـﻞ ﺍﻟـﺼﺤﻔﻴﲔ
ﻭﺍﳌﺪﺍﻓﻌﲔ ﻋﻦ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﰲ ﺍﻟﺒﻠﺪ )ﺇﻳﻄﺎﻟﻴﺎ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﳛﻘﻖ ﺑﻔﻌﺎﻟﻴﺔ ﰲ ﺍﳉﺮﺍﺋﻢ ﻭﺍﻻﻧﺘـﻬﺎﻛﺎﺕ ﺍﻟـﱵ
ﻳﺘﻌﺮﺽ ﳍﺎ ﺍﳌﺪﺍﻓﻌﻮﻥ ﻋﻦ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﻭﺍﻟﺼﺤﻔﻴﻮﻥ ﻭﻣﻘﺎﺿﺎﺓ ﺍﳌﺴﺆﻭﻟﲔ ﻋﻨﻬﺎ ﻭﻣﻌﺎﻗﺒﺘﻬﻢ ﻋﻠﻴﻬﺎ.
ﻭﻻ ﺑﺪ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﺮﺩ ﺑﺴﺮﻋﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﺸﻜﺎﻭﻯ ﻣﻦ ﺗﻌﺮﺽ ﺍﳌﺪﺍﻓﻌﲔ ﻋﻦ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧـﺴﺎﻥ ﻟﻠﻤـﻀﺎﻳﻘﺎﺕ،
ﻭﻳﻨﺒﻐﻲ ﺍﲣﺎﺫ ﺗﺪﺍﺑﲑ ﻣﻼﺋﻤﺔ ﺗﻜﻔﻞ ﺳﻼﻣﺘﻬﻢ )ﺍﻟﻨﺮﻭﻳﺞ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻜﺜﻒ ﻣﻦ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﺍﻟﱵ ﻳﺒﺬﳍﺎ ﻟﻠﺘﺤﻘﻴﻖ ﰲ
ﳑﺎﺭﺳﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﺘﺤﺮﺵ ﻭﺍﻻﻋﺘﺪﺍﺀ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﺼﺤﻔﻴﲔ ﻭﺍﶈﺎﻣﲔ ﻭﻣﻌﺎﻗﺒﺔ ﻣﺮﺗﻜﱯ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﳌﻤﺎﺭﺳﺎﺕ )ﺳﻮﻳﺴﺮﺍ(؛
 -٤٤ﺃﻥ ﻳﺘﺨﺬ ﺍﻟﺘﺪﺍﺑﲑ ﺍﳌﻼﺋﻤﺔ ﻟﻨﺸﺮ ﺍﻹﻋﻼﻥ ﺍﳌﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﺑﺎﳌﺪﺍﻓﻌﲔ ﻋﻦ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻧﻄﺎﻕ ﻭﺍﺳـﻊ
ﻭﺿﻤﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﺘﻘﻴﺪ ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻣﻞ ﺑﻪ .ﻭﻳﻨﺒﻐﻲ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻭﺟﻪ ﺍﳋﺼﻮﺹ ﺇﺗﺎﺣﺔ ﻫﺬﺍ ﺍﻹﻋﻼﻥ ،ﻭﻏﲑﻩ ﻣـﻦ ﻣﻌـﺎﻳﲑ
ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ،ﰲ ﺍﳌﺪﺍﺭﺱ ﻭﻣﺆﺳﺴﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﺘﻌﻠﻴﻢ ﺍﻟﻌﺎﱄ )ﺍﻟﻨﺮﻭﻳﺞ(؛
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 -٤٥ﺃﻥ ﻳﺮﺍﻋﻲ ﻭﳛﻤﻲ ﻣﻘﺪﺭﺓ ﺍﳌﺪﺍﻓﻌﲔ ﻋﻦ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﻭﺍﶈﺎﻣﲔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﻘﻴﺎﻡ ﺑﻌﻤﻠﻬﻢ ﺩﻭﻥ ﻣﻌﻮﻗﺎﺕ
ﺃﻭ ﲣﻮﻳﻒ ﺃﻭ ﻣﻀﺎﻳﻘﺎﺕ ،ﲤﺎﺷﻴﺎﹰ ﻣﻊ ﺇﻋﻼﻥ ﺍﻷﻣﻢ ﺍﳌﺘﺤﺪﺓ ﺍﳌﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﺑﺎﳌﺪﺍﻓﻌﲔ ﻋﻦ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧـﺴﺎﻥ
ﻭﻣﺒﺎﺩﺉ ﺍﻷﻣﻢ ﺍﳌﺘﺤﺪﺓ ﺍﻷﺳﺎﺳﻴﺔ ﺑﺸﺄﻥ ﺩﻭﺭ ﺍﶈﺎﻣﲔ )ﺍﳌﻤﻠﻜﺔ ﺍﳌﺘﺤﺪﺓ(؛
 -٤٦ﺃﻥ ﻳﺘﺨﺬ ﻣﺰﻳﺪﺍﹰ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﺘﺪﺍﺑﲑ ﻟﺘﺤﺴﲔ ﺃﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﺼﺤﻔﻴﲔ ﻭﺿﻤﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﺘﺤﻘﻴﻖ ﺑﺴﺮﻋﺔ ﻭﺑﺼﻮﺭﺓ ﻛﺎﻣﻠﺔ ﰲ
ﺍﻻﻧﺘﻬﺎﻛﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﱵ ﺗﻄﺎﻝ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻟﺼﺤﻔﻴﲔ ﻭﺃﻥ ﻳﻘﺪﱠﻡ ﻛﻞ ﻣﻦ ﺗﺜﺒﺖ ﻣﺴﺆﻭﻟﻴﺘﻪ ﻋﻦ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻻﻧﺘﻬﺎﻛﺎﺕ
ﺃﻣﺎﻡ ﺍﻟﻌﺪﺍﻟﺔ ﻭﻓﻘﺎﹰ ﻟﻠﻤﻌﺎﻳﲑ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﻟﻴﺔ )ﻫﻮﻟﻨﺪﺍ(؛
 -٤٧ﺃﻥ ﻳُﺠﺮﹺﻱ ﲢﻘﻴﻘﺎﺕ ﺷﺎﻣﻠﺔ ﻭﻋﺎﺟﻠﺔ ﻭﻧﺰﻳﻬﺔ ﰲ ﺍﻻﻏﺘﻴﺎﻻﺕ ﺍﻟﱵ ﻭﻗﻊ ﺿﺤﻴﺘﻬﺎ ﺻﺤﻔﻴﻮﻥ ﻭﻣﺪﺍﻓﻌﻮﻥ
ﻋﻦ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ،ﲟﺎ ﰲ ﺫﻟﻚ ﺗﻠﻚ ﺍﻻﻏﺘﻴﺎﻻﺕ ﺍﳌﺸﺎﺭ ﺇﻟﻴﻬﺎ ﰲ ﺍﻟﻔﻘﺮﺍﺕ  ١٨ﻭ ٢١ﻭ ٢٤ﻭ٥٨
ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﺘﻘﺮﻳﺮ ،ﻭﺗﻘﺪﱘ ﺍﻟﻔﺎﻋﻠﲔ ﺃﻣﺎﻡ ﺍﻟﻌﺪﺍﻟﺔ )ﻓﺮﻧﺴﺎ ﻭﺇﻳﻄﺎﻟﻴﺎ ﻭﺳﻮﻳﺴﺮﺍ ﻭﺁﻳﺮﻟﻨﺪﺍ(؛
 -٤٨ﺃﻥ ﻳُﺠﺮﻱ ﲢﻘﻴﻘﺎﺕ ﻓﻌﺎﻟﺔ ﰲ ﺍﳉﺮﺍﺋﻢ ﺍﻟﱵ ﺍﺭﺗﻜﺒﺖ ﰲ ﺣﻖ ﻗﻴـﺎﺩﺍﺕ ﺍﳉﻤﻌﻴـﺎﺕ ﺍﻷﻭﻛﺮﺍﻧﻴـﺔ ﰲ
ﺍﻟﻔﺘﺮﺓ ) ٢٠٠٦ -٢٠٠٢ﺃﻭﻛﺮﺍﻧﻴﺎ(؛
 -٤٩ﺃﻥ ﻳﻮﺟﺪ ﺑﻴﺌﺔ ﺗﺴﺎﻋﺪ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﻌﺰﻳﺰ ﺑﺪﻻﹰ ﻣﻦ ﺗﻘﻴﻴﺪ ﺍﳊﻖ ﰲ ﺣﺮﻳﺔ ﺍﻻﺟﺘﻤﺎﻉ ﻭﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﺸﺠﻴﻊ ﺍﳌﻮﺍﻃﻨﲔ ﻋﻠﻰ
ﺍﻹﻋﺮﺍﺏ ﻋﻦ ﺁﺭﺍﺀﻫﻢ ﺍﳌﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ،ﻭﺫﻟﻚ ﺑﻄﺮﻕ ﻣﻨﻬﺎ ﺍﺳﺘﺤﺪﺍﺙ ﺇﻃﺎﺭ ﺗﺸﺮﻳﻌﻲ ﳍﺬﺍ ﺍﻟﻐﺮﺽ )ﺍﻟﻨﻤﺴﺎ(؛
 -٥٠ﺃﻥ ﳛﺴﻦ ﺍﻟﻈﺮﻭﻑ ﺍﻟﱵ ﺗﺴﺎﻋﺪ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻋﻤﻞ ﻭﺳﺎﺋﻂ ﺍﻹﻋﻼﻡ ﺍﳌﺴﺘﻘﻠﺔ ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ﺳﻠﻴﻢ ،ﻻ ﺳـﻴﻤﺎ ﻗﻨـﻮﺍﺕ
ﺍﻟﺘﻠﻔﺰﻳﻮﻥ ﺍﻟﻮﻃﻨﻴﺔ ،ﻣﻦ ﺃﺟﻞ ﺇﻓﺴﺎﺡ ﻣﺰﻳﺪ ﻣﻦ ﺍﺠﻤﻟﺎﻝ ﻟﻺﻋﺮﺍﺏ ﻋﻦ ﺍﻟﺮﺅﻯ ﻭﺍﻵﺭﺍﺀ ﺍﳌﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ )ﺳﻠﻮﻓﺎﻛﻴﺎ(؛
 -٥١ﺃﻥ ﻳﻀﺎﻋﻒ ﺟﻬﻮﺩﻩ ،ﰲ ﺧﻀﻢ ﺍﻷﺯﻣﺔ ﺍﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎﺩﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﻌﺎﳌﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﺮﺍﻫﻨﺔ ،ﳊﻤﺎﻳﺔ ﺍﳊﻘـﻮﻕ ﺍﻻﻗﺘـﺼﺎﺩﻳﺔ
ﻭﺍﻻﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﻴﺔ ﻭﺍﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﻴﺔ ﻟﺸﺮﺍﺋﺢ ﺍﻟﺴﻜﺎﻥ ﺍﻷﻛﺜﺮ ﺿﻌﻔﺎً ،ﲟﻦ ﻓﻴﻬﻢ ﺍﳌﻬﺎﺟﺮﻭﻥ )ﺍﳉﺰﺍﺋﺮ(؛
 -٥٢ﺃﻥ ﻳﻮﺍﺻﻞ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﺍﻹﳚﺎﺑﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﱵ ﻳﺒﺬﳍﺎ ﻟﺘﻌﺰﻳﺰ ﳎﺎﱄ ﺍﻟﺼﺤﺔ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻌﻠﻴﻢ ﻻ ﺳﻴﻤﺎ ﻟـﺼﺎﱀ ﺍﻷﻃﻔـﺎﻝ
ﺍﳌﻌﻮﻗﲔ )ﻛﻮﺑﺎ(؛
 -٥٣ﺃﻥ ﻳﻮﺍﺻﻞ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﺍﻹﳚﺎﺑﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﱵ ﻳﺒﺬﳍﺎ ﻟﺘﻌﺰﻳﺰ ﻭﲪﺎﻳﺔ ﺍﳊﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎﺩﻳﺔ ﻭﺍﻻﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﻴﺔ ﻭﺍﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﻴـﺔ
ﻭﻣﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ ﺍﻟﻔﻘﺮ )ﻛﻮﺑﺎ(؛
 -٥٤ﺃﻥ ﻳﺴﺘﻤﺮ ﰲ ﺗﻨﻔﻴﺬ ﺭﺯﻣﺔ ﺍﻟﱪﺍﻣﺞ ﺍﳌﻬﻤﺔ ﺍﻟﺮﺍﻣﻴﺔ ﺇﱃ ﺍﻟﺪﻓﺎﻉ ﻋﻦ ﺍﳊﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎﺩﻳﺔ ﻭﺍﻻﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﻴـﺔ
ﻟﻠﻤﻮﺍﻃﻨﲔ )ﺑﻴﻼﺭﻭﺱ(؛
 -٥٥ﺃﻥ ﻳﻌﺰﺯ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﺍﻟﱵ ﻳﺒﺬﳍﺎ ﻟﺘﻮﻓﲑ ﻓﺮﺹ ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻤﻴﺔ ﻣﺘﻜﺎﻓﺌﺔ ﻟﻸﻃﻔﺎﻝ ﺍﳌﻌﻮﻗﲔ ،ﲟﺎ ﰲ ﺫﻟﻚ ﻋﻦ ﻃﺮﻳﻖ
ﺇﻟﻐﺎﺀ ﺍﳌﺪﺍﺭﺱ "ﺍﻟﺘﺼﺤﻴﺤﻴﺔ" ﻭ"ﺍﻟﺜﺎﻧﻮﻳﺔ" ،ﻭﺑﺘﻘﺪﱘ ﺍﻟﺪﻋﻢ ﺍﻟﻼﺯﻡ ،ﻭﺑﻀﻤﺎﻥ ﺗﺪﺭﻳﺐ ﺍﳌﻌﻠﻤﲔ ﻟﺘﺄﻫﻴﻠﻬﻢ
ﻟﺘﺪﺭﻳﺲ ﺍﻷﻃﻔﺎﻝ ﺍﳌﻌﻮﻗﲔ ﰲ ﺍﳌﺪﺍﺭﺱ ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻣﺔ )ﻟﻴﺨﺘﻨﺸﺘﺎﻳﻦ(؛
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 -٥٦ﺃﻥ ﻳﻀﺎﻋﻒ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﺍﻟﱵ ﻳﺒﺬﳍﺎ ﻟﻀﻤﺎﻥ ﺍﻻﺣﺘﺮﺍﻡ ﺍﻟﻜﺎﻣﻞ ﳊﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻷﺷﺨﺎﺹ ﺍﳌﻨﺘﻤﲔ ﺇﱃ ﺃﻗﻠﻴﺎﺕ ﺃﻭ ﺇﱃ
ﳎﻤﻮﻋﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﺴﻜﺎﻥ ﺍﻷﺻﻠﻴﲔ ،ﲟﺎ ﰲ ﺫﻟﻚ ﺣﻘﻬﻢ ﰲ ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻢ ﺃﻃﻔﺎﳍﻢ )ﺍﻟﺴﻮﻳﺪ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻨﻔﺬ ﺍﻟﺘﻮﺻﻴﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﱵ
ﻗﺪﻣﺘﻬﺎ ﳉﻨﺔ ﺍﻟﻘﻀﺎﺀ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻟﺘﻤﻴﻴﺰ ﺍﻟﻌﻨﺼﺮﻱ ﻋﻦ ﻛﻴﻔﻴﺔ ﲢﺴﲔ ﻭﺿﻊ ﳎﺘﻤﻌـﺎﺕ ﺍﻟـﺴﻜﺎﻥ ﺍﻷﺻـﻠﻴﲔ
)ﺍﻟﺪﺍﳕﺮﻙ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﺘﻘﻴﺪ ﺑﺎﳌﺒﺎﺩﺉ ﺍﻟﱵ ﺗﻀﻤّﻨﻬﺎ ﺍﻹﻋﻼﻥ ﺑﺸﺄﻥ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻟﺴﻜﺎﻥ ﺍﻷﺻﻠﻴﲔ )ﺍﳌﻜﺴﻴﻚ(؛
 -٥٧ﺃﻥ ﻳﺘﺨﺬ ﺗﺪﺍﺑﲑ ﺗﻜﻔﻞ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﺛﻨﻴﺎﺕ ﻭﺍﻷﻗﻠﻴﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﻘﻮﻣﻴﺔ ﰲ ﺍﺳﺘﻌﻤﺎﻝ ﻟﻐﺎﻬﺗﺎ ﺍﻷﺻﻠﻴﺔ ﰲ ﺍﳌﻤﺎﺭﺳﺔ
)ﺃﻭﻛﺮﺍﻧﻴﺎ(؛ ﺃﻥ ﻳﻜﺜﻒ ﻣﻦ ﺍﳉﻬﻮﺩ ﺍﻟﱵ ﻳﺒﺬﳍﺎ ﻟﻀﻤﺎﻥ ﺗﻮﻓﲑ ﺍﻟﺘﻌﻠﻴﻢ ﻟﻸﻗﻠﻴﺎﺕ ﺑﻠﻐﺎﻬﺗﺎ )ﻓﻨﻠﻨﺪﺍ(؛
 -٨٦ﻭﻳﺮﻯ ﺍﻻﲢﺎﺩ ﺍﻟﺮﻭﺳﻲ ﺃﻥ ﺍﻟﺘﻮﺻﻴﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﻮﺍﺭﺩﺓ ﰲ ﺍﻟﻔﻘﺮﺓ  ٥٤ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﺘﻘﺮﻳﺮ ﻻ ﲤﺖ ﺑﺼﻠﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﻮﺿـﻮﻉ ﻷﻬﻧـﺎ
ﻻ ﲤﺘﺜﻞ ﻷﺳﺎﺱ ﺍﻻﺳﺘﻌﺮﺍﺽ ﺍﳌﻨﺼﻮﺹ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ ﰲ ﻗﺮﺍﺭ ﳎﻠﺲ ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ  ١/٥ﺑﻌﻨﻮﺍﻥ "ﺑﻨﺎﺀ ﻣﺆﺳـﺴﺎﺕ ﳎﻠـﺲ
ﺣﻘﻮﻕ ﺍﻹﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﺘﺎﺑﻊ ﻟﻸﻣﻢ ﺍﳌﺘﺤﺪﺓ".
 -٨٧ﻭﲨﻴﻊ ﺍﻻﺳﺘﻨﺘﺎﺟﺎﺕ ﻭ/ﺃﻭ ﺍﻟﺘﻮﺻﻴﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﻮﺍﺭﺩﺓ ﰲ ﻫﺬﺍ ﺍﻟﺘﻘﺮﻳﺮ ﺇﳕﺎ ﺗﻌﻜﺲ ﻣﻮﻗﻒ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﻟﺔ )ﺍﻟﺪﻭﻝ( ﺍﳌﻘﺪﻣﺔ ﳍﺎ
ﻭ/ﺃﻭ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﻟﺔ ﻣﻮﺿﻮﻉ ﺍﻻﺳﺘﻌﺮﺍﺽ .ﻭﻻ ﻳﻨﺒﻐﻲ ﺗﻔﺴﲑﻫﺎ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺃﻬﻧﺎ ﲢﻈﻰ ﲟﻮﺍﻓﻘﺔ ﺍﻟﻔﺮﻳﻖ ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻣﻞ ﲟﺠﻤﻠﻪ.
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